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FOREWORD 

The Industrial Revolution profoundly modified landscapes and lifestyles. The massiv means 
employed to extract raw materials and exploit the minerals and agricultural products esulted 
in great achievements and grandiose constructions, testifying to the creative g . nius of 
humankind. 

Central to the Industrial Revolution was the need for and use of energy. The gene1ation of 
energy in itself produced engineering masterpieces, culminating in gigantic nuclerr, coal
fired and hydroelectric powerhouses designed to produce what has sometimes bee

1
n called 

humankind's greatest and most universal servant - electricity. In this regard Esklom has 
played a crucial role in promoting the economic and social development of southe n Africa 
and its numerous power stations that dominate parts of the South African landscape bear 
witness to this undertaking. Because of the abundance of coal the highveld of Mpu alanga 
is sometimes called the powerhouse of southern Africa. The first of many power st tions in 
this region was established in the small town of Witbank in 1924. Today there re only 
incomplete remains of this industrial heritage site. 

Rapid technological advances have rendered many industrial sites obsolete. 
industrial sites like the Witbank power station are important milestones in the h story of 
humanity, marking humankind's dual power of destruction and creation that endang rs both 
nuisances (like environmental pollution) and progress, Guardians of the past, tlhe.s]· e sites 
embody the hope of a better life. 

The last thirty years have brought increased awareness of the importance of industri I history 
in understanding heritage. The new discipline of industrial archaeology celebdtes the 
artefacts of the workplace and architecture that have as much meaning in our histoo/ as the 
religious arid domestic artefacts and architecture to which more attention has been paid 
throughou. __ t.~.he years. ~outh_ Afri~a's industrial heritage includes not only _mines and fictories, 
but the so_c1al and engineering triumphs spawned by the new technologies: compan towns, 
railways, bridges, tunnels and other forms of transportation and power engineering. 

. . 

Eskom's -:,h~ritage management office has undertaken pioneering work in recording, 
protecting and publicising this company's achievements since its inception in 1923, I but has 
also gone much further back in history. There are not many companies in South Anr.rica that 
actively promote respect for and understanding of the tangible remains of c rporate 
achievements through an archive, museum collections, website and publicat ons. In 
consultation with the provincial office of the South African Heritage Resources Agency this 
office saw the need to conserve what is left of the former Witbank power station Jlithin the 
context of the redevelopment of this site now known as Eskom Park. The 1999 National 
Heritage Resources Act that makes provision for heritage impact assessments to reconcile 
development and heritage conservation provided the legal framework for this report. 

As consultants appointed by Eskom to undertake the heritage impact assessment a Eskom 
Park we believe that this is the first of its !<\nd concerning a power station in South Af ica. We 
trust that this pioneering effort will pave the way for similar heritage impact assess ents for 
other historic power stations and other obsolete or dormant industrial sites. 

Cultmatrix cc 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Witbank Power Station began operating from 1926 (fully commissioned in 19 7) until 
1970. Upon commissioning it was the largest of the ESKOM power stations and th~ first in 
the present-day Mpumalanga province. After decommissioning most of these com onents 
were eventually dismantled and demolished, leaving behind today the former re idential 
buildings, workshops and other ancillary buildings, recreational buildings and facilities, and 

also a huge ash dump. t 
In the light of their potential heritage significance and Eskom's development proposal for the 
area (1998) the provincial heritage resources agency recommended a Heritage Impact 
Assessment (HIA) in terms of Section 38 of the National Heritage Resources Act (Jct 25 of 
1999). 

This document is the official Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) report as required by SAHRA 
in terms of the National Heritage Resources Act. The aim of the HIA is to inform and jacilitate 
decision-making on the future conservation and use of the remaining historic buildin s, sites 
and structures mentioned above, to ensure that the visual and other consequence of any 
proposed developments in the target area are understood and adequately considered in the 
planning process and to retain the integrity and significance of the historical buildin s, sites 
and structures. 

There are currently the following heritage resources at Eskom Park: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Former residences for Resident Engineer and other senior employees alo g N 4 
freeway: The first four dwellings ( erected in 1925) and dwellings erected later 

I 
ill exist 

and are_. used for education and residential purposes. They still belong to Eskom. 
Wate_rm~yer _Street ~nfortunately cuts off this area from_ the rest of Eskom Park, f hich is 
a maJbr. arterial serving the south-eastern suburbs of W1tbank. 
Recre~t_f6n facilities: The club house is used by a security company, but the bowling 
green; _tennis court etc are redundant 
Semi-detached dwellings: Of the original twelve, only two have survived and ar in use 
as offi~ accommodation by Eskom. - _ I 
Recreation Hall: This building still exists and is used by Eskom as accommodation for 
lndustrelek. . I 
Housekeeper's dwelling (next to Recreation Hall): This building is used as an annexe to 
the hall. 
Ponds for spray-pond cooling: The foundations of these massive structures st II exist. 
Various industrial buildings have been erected on them. One foundation is us. d as a 
helicopter pad. · 
Coal-staithes, boiler house, generator house: Despite the fact that they were ol er than 
sixty years and hence were protected in terms of the National Heritage Resourres Act 
and its predecessor (National Monuments Act), these massive structure were 
demolished in 1999, leaving behind grassed-over wasteland. 
Workshop buildings: The various workshop buildings, erected in and since 19

1
25, still 

exist. They are in various stages of repair and are used to store Eskom archives and 
other materials. 

• Administration office and outbuildings: Still exists and is used as office and storage. 
• Ash-dump: The huge ash-dump is a major landmark. 
• Compound: The remains of the original compound (west of the ash-dump) are 

storage and industrial purposes. 
• Railways: A few railway tracks have remained. 
• Landscaping: There are visible and impressive reminders of the original land caping 

around the residential component of the former power station. 

ESKOM PARK WITBANK HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT FINAL REPORT SEPTEMBEk 2002 
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Both within a district and regional context the Witbank power station played a role of major 
significance: 

• 

e 

0 

• 

It encouraged major industrial and agricultural development around Witbank and in other 
Highveld districts. 
Although constructed and operated by the VFP, it was Escom's first large therm, I power 
station on the Highveld. l 
Although constructed and operated by the VFP, it was also the first Escom powe station 
established after the Commission was instituted in 1923. 
For many years the Witbank power station was the largest of Escom's power sta ,ions. 
The Witbank power station is associated with the life of Bruce Marchand (1895- 972), a 
pioneer in the field of electricity supply in South Africa. Marchand was the power )tation's 
first Resident Engineer. 

The heritage resources at Eskom Park are also important for their aesthetic (ir~cluding 
architectural), historical, scientific/technological and social significance. 

When taking the recommendations of the 1998 Master Plan into consideration, we are of the 
opinion that future developments will have varying degrees of impact on the 1eritage 
resources. Provided the below recommendations are followed, these impacts will in general 
be high but positive, since they can assist in ensuring the protection and future us~ of the 
heritage resources and can also enhance their visual quality. 

We therefore recommend the following: 

1. Eskom's databases (archival material such as plans, maps, photographic materi,~I) must 
continue to enjoy protection and maintenance as corporate policy. They are a Jaluable 
source of information .on other historic power stations. 

2. There is a need for specific heritage programmes, in particular the recording of oral 
evidence regarding'· several aspects of the company through an oral history prog amme: 
engineering aspects, technological innovation, scientific experimentation, construction. -
structural engineerir,,g and workers' histories. 

3. Future development and planning must take place according to zoning, based 011 and in 
sympathy with the historic land-use patterns, special divisions and layout of the si e 

• 4. New architectural designs must be in sympathy with the architectural vocabularies in 
each functional zone. 

5. Contemporary development needs must be combined with historic space
structure/landscape and architectural fabric based on rehabilitation guideli ~es as 
presented in this report. 

6. The historic character and significance of the site must be emphasises by meeting 
information plaques/signage, marking of historical fabric outlines/extremities, lanbscape 
and urban design elements that would enhance legibility resulting in the ~ossible 
exploitation of the site's potential as a heritage site in the Witbank urban framewbrk and 
as a possible network of historical power supply facilities. I 

7. In terms of Section 34(1) of the National Heritage Resources Act, no structures oq part of 
structures older than 60 years may be altered or demolished without a permit friom the 
provincial heritage resources agency. All the affected heritage resources at Eskom Park 
(workshop buildings, houses, recreation facilities, offices) are definitely older thln sixty 
~ara. I 

8. There must be short-term preservation actions or interventions aimed at ide~f tifying, 
stabilising, protecting and maintaining the existing heritage resources to prevent further 
deterioration, until actual development commences (Addendum B) 

9. Actual development must be subject to rehabilitation guidelines for repairi g and 
replacing elements of heritage resources (Addendu_m C). 
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PART 1: REPORT ON PROJECT EXECUTION 

1.1 Project introduction 

The Witbank Power Station began operating from 1926 (fully commissioned in 19 7) until 
1970. Upon commissioning it was the largest of the ESKOM power stations and th first in 
the present-day Mpumalanga province. This power station consisted of the tandard 
components associated with this type of plant, namely a boiler house with boilers, steam 
turbines, generators, condensing plant etc, coal and ash handling plants, transfer 1ers and 
switchgear, filtration plant, pump house, cooling ponds, railway siding, dam and re idential 
buildings. After decommissioning most of these components were eventually disman led and 
demolished, leaving behind today the former residential buildings, workshops a d other 
ancillary buildings, recreational buildings and facilities, and also a huge ash dump. 

On 5 February 2002 Mr Francois Erasmus (SAHRA representative in Mpu alanga) 
inspected the remains of the Witbank power station. In the light of their potential eritage 
significance and Eskom's development proposals for the area (1998) he recomm nded a 
Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) in terms of Section 38 of the National Heritage R 
Act (Act 25 of 1999). 

The execution of the HIA will not only facilitate a responsible conservation decisio on the 
protection, maintenance and management of the heritage components at Eskom Prrk, but 
will also be a first in South Africa with regard to a historic Eskom power station. It it hoped 
that this HIA will therefore pioneer future HIAs at other Eskom power stations and ,pr perties 
and promote Eskom as a major roleplayer in heritage conservation in South Africa. 

1.2 Status and aim of this document 

This document is the draft official Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) report as req ired by 
SAHRA in terms of the National Hehtage Resources Act. 

The aim of the HIA is to inform and facilitate decision-making on the future conserva ion and 
1,1§e ?f the remairiing historic oui!oirigs,. sites a.ricl structures rneritioneo_ above, to em,

1
ure that 

the visual and other consequences ·of any proposed developments ,n the target airea are 
understood and adequately _considered in the planning process and to retain the integrity and 
significance of the historical buildings, sites and structures. 

1.3 Project team 

The work was undertaken by: 

• Dr Robert C de Jong, Principal Member of Cultmatrix cc 
• Professor Karel Bakker, Member of Cultmatrix cc 
• Mr Mauritz Naude, Associate of Cultmatrix cc 

1.4 Terms of reference 

Cultmatrix cc will submit a report to the client with the following information: 

• A mapping of heritage resources in the target area, comprising of two com onents 
namely a) the remains of the original Witbank power station complex, and b) thel portion 
of the ancillary historical housing component which is investigated for P.ossible 
privatisation; I 

• With existing mapping as a base, augment through: identifyin~ all the 
resources that were part of the power station process, includin9 social 
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and economic· aspects - some we can just document with ,3 single 
photograph, and the resources in our target area more intensJly - ask 
the clients to as part of the project have the buildings drawn! if they 
have not been or if the plans ar.e l.ost. I 

• With the Eskom site map as a base, indicate position of all retources 
and their relationships - representation of the complete process 
involved in the target area. J 

• Establish whether parts of the power station are lying around m other 
localities, or whether similar systems still exist elsewhere. 

"' A brief multi-dimensional and multi-disciplinary history of the power station docu ented 
from written and visual sources, with the focus on the target area and its com onents 
under investigation; 

• Archival research, re photographs, documents and plan dra ings. 
"' Construct timeline that includes artefacts, events, perso s, and 

places . 
., An interpretation of relevant heritage resources in the target area and their 

significance. For power station section draw in both Eskom and Institute of El ctrical 
Engineers to bring in perspective with development of electricity in South Afri a and 
abroad (e.g. possible firsts, innovations etc). For housing section use architectu al and 
urban criteria, and relate to housing initiatives by ISCOR, Transnet and the ike for 
interpretation. 

• Cognisance of cultural issues relating to the area which may impact on the core h ritage 
resources; . 

• A determination of the impact of possible development initiatives by Eskom n the 
heritage components of the target area; 

• Speculate on how we would like to present the missing heritage resources, from where 
we may draw up guidelines for insertion of possible structures (buildings, roads, et ); 

• Speculate: on possible impact on target area seen as coherent cultural landsca, e that 
needs to ~e 'readable' 

• Indicate_: cqmpatible uses of structures and/or spaces, but also consult with cl ent re 
possible uses with business and social perspective. 

• Recomm:endations from a heritage management perspective:. . 
6 -.· The manner in which the significance of the target area should be cons Ned -

including their re-use and didactic value 
o Impacts on the core heritage area that one would like to forestall 
o Impacts that one may tolerate 
o Actions required to 'save' fabric that is under threat 
o The need for further professional investigations on issues discovered during 

the current study 
o Design guidelines can only be established once one knows wh t the 

developments would be, but we could give broad guidelines re the h using 
component and the power station component that are generic. 

1.5 Terms of appointment 

ESKOM (represented by their Heritage Manager, Mr J McAslan) and Cultmat i~ c;:o 
(represented by Dr R C de Jong) signed an agreement in Pretoria on 5 April 2002. This 
agreement contains the terms of appointment and the terms of reference. 

1.6 Methods 

• Databases 
Information was obtained from the Eskom archives and photograph collection housed at 
Megawatt Park. The Esprop office at Megawatt Park provided a copy. of the 1998 Bskom 
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Park Master Plan. Enlargements of historic aerial photographs of the area (194.~. 1976, 
1991) were obtained from the Mowbray office of the Department of Land Affairs, of Which the 
1943 photograph yielded valuable information. 

Field work 

The consultants visited Eskom Park a couple of times to photograph and record the remains 
of the power station. 

Oral evidence 

Mr Norman Bladwell, an Eskom pensioner now residing in Witbank, provided important 
information on the power station where he was employed in 1965-1967. 

1.7 Limiting factors 

The most important limiting factor was: 

o Lack of sufficient documented evidence regarding the design, planning and con'itruction 
of the power station (no plans and elevations exist any more). This implies that ~ome of 
the information had to be reconstructed, based on analogies and deductions f om the 
existing literature, oral information, old aerial photographs and the landscape, o' Eskom 
Park. 

1.8 Acknowledgements 

The Cultmatrix cc team acknowledges the valued contributions made by the f:)IJowing 
persons: 

• 

• 
• 

Mr Norman ~ladw~.·Jj of Witba~k, pensioner, who possesses a wealth of oral infa~rmation 
on the old Wrtbank power station. · · . 
Mrs Elsie Jonsson; Estate Manager, Eskom Park . 
Mr John McAslan-·ahd Mrs Jenny Kolb of the Eskom heritage management offic kindly 
loaned a number of. historic photographs to the consultants and were instrn. m[ental in 
assisting with the accessing of new information 

PART 2: MAPPING AND RECORDING OF HERITAGE RESOURCES IN THE TA I GET 
AREA IN TERMS OF SECTION 38(3)(a) OF THE NATIONAL HERITAGE RESOUFRCES 

ACT . 

2.1 History of the power station 

For a comprehensive history of the Witbank power station we refer to the document 
produced by the Eskom Heritage management office (Addendum D) as well as to this office's 
website and other information sources listed in this report. The below table summari ses this 
history. See also Figures 1 - 9 (after this page) that map the development of the site. 

YEAR ITEM/EVENT PRESENT STATUS 
1924 The first sod is turned and 

construction work begins 
1925 The VFP applies to the Electricity 

Control Board for a licence to build 
and operate a power station at 
Witbank 

' ' 

I 
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I 
YEAR ITEM/EVENT PRESENT STATUS 
1925 The Victoria Falls & Transvaal Power The land occupied by Eskom Park is 

Company (VFP) begins construction still zoned as agricultural 

I 
of the new power station on the farms 
Witbank and Joubertsrus 

1925 Houses constructed: Resident With the exception of first five ~uses 

I 
Engineer, Assistant Resident mentioned, two semi-detached 
Engineer, resting, boarding, dwellings for married employee and 
housekeeper, 3 blocks of 8 single parts of the compound, all buildings 
quarters, 20 married quarters (10 have been demolished. 

I semi-detached dwellings), black 
workers ( compound) 

1926 Addition of 2 additional semi- See above 

I detached dwellings for married 
employees and 1 block of single 
quarters 

I 1926? Completion of club house for Sports club house, recreation club 
bowling/tennis, bowling greens, tennis building still exist, remains of bdwling 
courts, recreation club building greens visible, tennis court flod visible 

I 
1926 Completion of ponds for spray-pond Floors have been retained, rest of the 

coolin~ system has been demolished 
1926 Completion of coal staithes, railway Staithes, transmitter park and hall 

I 
connection with Witbank Station, hall have been demolished, railway 
for boilers and generators, transmitter connection, office and workshor .. 
park, administration office, workshop buildings still exist 

I 
buildings 

3.5.1926 Starting up of first 20 000 KW set with Set was removed when power station 
4 boilers became defunct and hal was ... 

'• demolished. .. 

I 15.7.1926 Starting up of second 20 000 KW set As above .. 
with 4 boilers 

1.9.1926 Bernard Marchand appointed as 

I Resident Engineer · 
25.10.1926 Starting up of third 20 000 KW set Set was removed when power station 

with 4 boilers became defunct 

I 1926 4m 20 000 KW generating set with 3 As above 
boilers constructed 

1926 Feedheating introduced As above 

I 
1.7.1927 Witbank power station placed in 

commercial operation 
1927 5m 20 000 KW generating set with 1 Set was removed when power s ation 

I 
boiler constructed became defunct 

August Start of 380/220V distribution system 
1927 in Witbank 
1929 Nine collieries in Witbank district 

I connected 
1930 300 black workers at power station 

living in compound 

IJ 1931 Output decreased by 2,5% due to 
loading conditions and lack of duff 
coal 

1· 1934 Four additional 70/80 000 pound Removed when station closed dcbwn 

l steam per hour boilers installed 
1935 Extension of transmission and 

IJ 
■ 1 
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YEAR ITEM/EVENT PRESENT STATUS 
distribution systems to all producing 
collieries in Witbank district and many 
industrial consumers and farming 
schemes 

1937 635 consumers 
1937 Witwatersrand railway electrification 

scheme completed 
1939 Extensive overhaul programme 

1939-1945 Strengthening of 21 kV distribution 
network to cater for heavier loading 
by existing collieries and extension to 
new collieries 

1945-1950 Rapid increase in number of Some of these structures have b ~en 
customers (including towns); demolished 
construction of new feeders, 
distribution systems, generators, 
dams, offices 

1948 Escom buys the Witbank power 
station and other stations and 
distribution systems from the VFP 

1954 Wilge power station commissioned to 
provide power to new mines 

1962 Komati power station commissioned 
to provide power to mines in eastern 
MpumalanQa 

1966 Camden power station commissioned 
1969 .. , Work starts on Grootvlei power 

·station 
1970 - 'First set of new Hendrina power. 

· '. station commissioned 
1970 .· Witbank power station ceases · ,. 

-. ,. operation due to the operating of -
larger and more modern power 
stations like Wilge, Camden, 
Grootvlei, Hendrina, Komati 

2.2 Site zoning and description 

Determination of the site type 

To set the h sical and mental aradi m for the assessment of the Witbank p y p g p ower 1 ~tation 
site it is essential to determine what type of site it is. It is also essential to use I!his to 
determine th~ type of site it used to be (for t~e longest period of its existence). 

The site to be a power station but currently is used for technical, administrativ and 
educational purposes as the power station has become redundant and was demolished. This 
change in land-use impacted on the visual and functional character of the site that in tu]

1
n had 

to be taken into account during the assessment of the site. 

In general, various historic site types exist such as residential sites (apartment bloc ,s and 
· housing developments), military sites (battle fields, training facilities), mining sites (g~old or 
any other mineral mining sites), settlements (farmsteads, villages and mission stations~. and 
commercial sites (shopping centres and office complexes). The Witbank site c n be 

ESKOM PARK WITBANK HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT FINAL REPORT SEPTEMBER 2002 
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classified as an industrial site. Various industrial sites exist such as factories, power ,tations 
and pumping stations. 

The land on which the site is located is still zoned as agricultural land and has not been 
proclaimed municipal land, even though it now surrounded by residential and cornlmercial 
land-uses and is located inside the boundaries of the municipality of Witbank. 

Site description 

Various functional zones exist: 

Residential and recreational zone: senior management housing, middle managem1 nt and 
skilled (white) employees (single quarters and family houses), labourers (Africar ), club 
house, sporting fields, recreation hall 

Administrative zone: offices, parking 

Power generation zone: energy and electricity generation, resources supply, storag1~ zone, 
waste disposal, maintenance workshops and power distribution 

Services: sewage disposal, road works, power and lighting, water supply, telepho1e and 
railways ( construction and operational phases) 

Buildings 

Building}; types include dwellings, offices, single quarters, compound, recreational bu'ldings, 
factories, power generation spaces, workshops and sheds 

Structures 

Structure types include the transmitter tower, fences, water supply, piping, power supP,jly . 
• a -~ • ." • 

Infrastructure e/ementi 

In general the site structure was not conceived to follow an industrial grid layout ]' urban 
layouts. It seems that the site is bilobal organisation of a production system on the one side, 
following its own functional - process logic and a settlement precinct reflecting conte porary 
European town planning ideals. A green buffer of planted trees originally separate these 
two elements. A third component was the labourer compound hidden from view from! to the 
sout~west of the power station. The most significant roads are the entrance road~ con~~ecting 
the site to the rest of the town. Two current entrances are used: one from the res1dent1 I area 
on the eastern side of the study area and another from the N4 freeway side entering fr m the . 
north. They are supported by a number of smaller roads linking the clusters of adtivities . 
(referred to as zones in this report) with another. From the various parking areas pedlstrian 
routes and pathways lead to the entrances of the buildings and sheds 

The roads are tarred throughout the site with parking bays located around the ed es. In 
some industrial areas concrete supports the tarred surfaces protecting it from the im~act of 
heavy vehicles. The roads have been altered over the years to follow the patt~rn of 
development and sequences of construction work, resulting in some routes being older than 
others and some seNice surfaces being more historic than others. 

A railway line once serviced the site and the remains are significant historical markers n the 
site. 

ESKOM PARK WITBANK HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT FINAL REPORT SEPTEMBER 2002 
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Activity areas 

From an historical point of view there are two dominant activity areas: the dump nd the 
open space or void left when the original power plant was demolished. 

The most historical remain and significant activity area is the large and high dump lo, ated to 
the south of the site. It is also the most visible landmark on the site and is visible froiln about 
fourteen kilometres away travelling form west to east on the N4 freeway that cuts through 
Witbank towards the eastern Mpumalanga. 

Planted vegetation 

The site is spotted with planted vegetation but there were clumps of trees, some f which 
were removed during the industrial area. It seems as if trees were either planted r ether 
allowed to flourish to create a buffer between power plant and management ousing 
complexes (see 1943 aerial photograph). Photographs of the construction period show a 
windbreak consisting of mature trees on the boundary to the north of the turbine hall. 

Historical photographs also show the existence of rows of trees along the roads nd the 
northern border of the housing complex 

The mature tree specimens are mainly exotic and date back to the years when th power 
station was established. They include cedars, beefwood, cedar wattles, jacarandas, poplars 
and pines. Cedars have been planted extensively, especially in the gardens of t111e main 
entrance area. A number of indigenous mature species occur, such as karee and paperbark. 
Black wattles, mulberries and syring,~s are invasive species that have also been planl1ed. 

The location of planted trees seem~ :~a.have fo!lowed the lan~-use whereas the types of trees 
are not related to land-use. Some·-patterns did emerge during the survey. One are where 
trees were planted in rows was · around the bowling greens and other sportin fields, 
rendering shade to spectators an. d·d. efining the individual sporting fields. Smaller shr~bs like 
bottlebrushes and privets were planted to define footpaths, driveways and paved pe~estrian 
areas. A privet hedge still exists between two of the old dwellings on the northern part of the 
study area. Taller trees such_ as conifers were planted as visual boundaries and prolliably as 
wind shelters between the residential units and the more official (office) areas. ihe odd 
pepper tree occurs around the oldest buildings on the western side of the study area. 

Site landmarks 

The site is flat sloping slightly from east to west and from south to north, suggesting hat any 
building erected on the site would have an impact on its horizon. The logical conseq ence is 
that the highest building or structure would have the highest visual impact. As it is an 
industrial site, any tower or tall steel structure would define the visual impact it ha on the 
surrounding environs 

Communications tower 

The communications tower is the highest structure on the site and clearly visible fro I the N4 
freeway marking the location of the site. It is the most vertical manmade landscape

1 
feature 

and due to its minimalist engineering nature tends to be transparent and leaves no i~print on 
one's visual memory. It is still functional and remains an essential aspect of the functioning 
campus and to s·ome extent focuses the mind on the centre of the site. The tower is! not the 
only vertical element in the surrounding Witbank urban landscape as several wate~ towers 
and other tall structures occur intermittently. 

ESKOM PARK WITBANK HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT FINAL REPORT SEPTEMBJR 2002 
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The dump 

Contrary to the communications tower, one is continuously oriented according to the I cation 
of the dump on the southern side of the site. It is not really part of the study area but it mass 
and size dominates the southern horizon and it expresses itself as a well-defined boundary 
both visually and physically. Although it is partially covered by vegetation, the sharp angles 
and steep slopes of the dump are typical of a waste dump, emphasising the in, ustrial 
character of the site. The dump has become a Witbank landmark and not only an Eskom 
landmark making it of higher significance than the telecom tower. The 1998 Master Pl n is of 
the opinion that the dump has a negative influence on the visual quality of Eskom Par , -, 

Existing archives and workshops buildings 

The original power generation plant and ancillary buildings would have made its ow visual 
and aesthetic statement if it still existed. The 1998 Master Plan is of the opinion that t e then 
derelict steel structure had a negative impact on the visual quality of Eskom Park. 

2.3 Current situation: General 

., Former residences for Resident Engineer and other senior employees alon N 4 
freeway: The first four dwellings ( erected in 1925) and dwellings erected later st,ill exist 
and are used for education and residential purposes. They still belong to EskoT. This 
area is unfortunately cut off from the rest of Eskom Park by Watermeyer Street, hich is 
a major arterial serving the southeastern suburbs of Witbank: 

• Recreation facilities: The club house is used by a security company, but the owling 
green, tennis court etc are redundant 

• Semi-detached dwellings: Of the original twelve, only two have survived and are in use 
as office accommodation by Eskom. 

• Recreati~n Hall: This building still exists and is used by Eskom as accommoda ion for· 
I ndustr$Ii-k. · · · 

• Housekeeper's dwelling (next to Recreation Hall): This building is used as an an, exe to 
the hall:-: 

• Ponds for' spray-pond cooling: The foundations of these massive structures sti I exist. 
Various industrial buildings have been erected on them. One foundation is used as a 
helicopter pad. • · ~ 

• Coal-staithes, boiler house, generator house: Despite the fact that they were old r than 
sixty years and hence were protected in terms of the National Heritage Resour es Act 
and its predecessor (National Monuments Act), these massive structures were (iltegally) 
demolished between 1998 and 2002, leaving behind grassed-over wasteland. 

• Workshop buildings: The various workshop buildings, erected in and since 19 5, still 
exist. They are in various stages of repair and are used to store Eskom archiJrs and 
other materials. 

• Administration office and outbuildings: Still exists and is used as office and storag . 
• Ash-dump: The huge ash-dump is a major landmark. I 
• Compound: The remains of the origin·a·I compound (west of the ash-dump) are used for 

storage and industrial purposes. I 
• Railways: A few railway tracks have remained. 
• Landscaping: There are visible and impressive reminders of the original land caping 

around the residential component of the former power station. 

2.4 Currentsituation: Specific heritage elements 

See Addendum A 
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PART 3: INTERPRETATION AND SIGNIFICANCE OF HERITAGE RESOURCE· AT 
ESKOM PARK IN TERMS OF SECTION 3(3) AND 38(3)(b) OF THE NATIONAL 

HERITAGE RESOURCES ACT 

3.1 General remarks 

Macro context 

Witbank was established in 1906 on a farm originally known as Swartbos. The prese t name 
is derived from a light-coloured rock outcrop near the spot where the first coalmine sl aft was 
sunk in the 1890s, which offered refuge to Winston Churchill after his escape f om the 
Staatsmodelschool in Pretoria on 12 December 1900. In 1906 a health commit ee was 
instituted and in 1910 the town acquired municipal status. 

The extensive coal mining in the Witbank district and the establishment of numer us light 
and heavy industries resulted in rapid development. Consequently some of t e most 
important industries in South Africa were established at or near Witbank. In accorda ce with 
the Power Act of 1910 the VFP wanted to establish a large power station in this a ea. The 
area was ideally suited for such an undertaking because of coalfields (the most i portant 
ones north of the Vaal River) and an abundance of water. Such a power station would also 
be able to provide electricity to the Witwatersrand goldfields. 

Both within a district and regional context the Witbank power station played a role f major 
significance: 

e It encouraged major industrial and agricultural development around Witbank and in other 
Highveld districts. 

• Although constructed and operated by the VFP, it was Escom's first large therm I power 
station on the Highveld. 

• Although constructed and operated by the VFP, it was also the first Escom powe station 
established after the Commission was instituted in 1923. 

• For many years the Witbank power station was the largest of Escom's power statiions. 
• The Witbank power station is associated with the life of Bruce Marchand (1895-1972), a 

pioneer in the field of electricity supply in South Africa. Marchand was the power tation's 
first Resident Engineer. 

Site context 

Aesthetic value 

The Eskom Park heritage resources exhibit particular aesthetic characteristics valu d by a 
community or cultural group. 

Contrary to the site projecting only an industrial aesthetic with steel structures clad in 
corrugated iron and tall chimneys interspersed in between, it also presents a strong 
residential character with single storey gabled buildings. 

Contrary to a factory site ( compare manufacturing plants of ISCOR) where .all the t>
1
uildings 

tend to be located close to another to cut transport costs from one manufacturing prncess to 
another, the building fabric of the Eskom site is dispersed over a large area and ~ven the 
large new sheds are not clustered together to create a perception of a congested and 
concentrated site. 

The only expression of an "old" aesthetic is presented by the single storey un-plaster d brick 
. buildings such as the old main block, offices and club house. The 1998 Master Plan ls of the 

- - I 
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opinion that the aesthetics of the historical architecture have a positive influence on the 
visual quality of the site. 

Of particular significance are the garden areas in the residential and commercial poriions of 
Eskom Park, which are remainders of the "garden city" concept of providing accommtdation 
to employees. These areas make a positive contribution to the visual quality of the si e. The 
choice of species creates a pleasing contract between the evergreen cedars and the 
deciduous pin oaks. 

Historic value 

The Eskom Park heritage resources are important in the pattern of South African hist ry. 

The t1istoric value of the site and ESCOM in Witbank lies on various levels. On a mic)p scale 
the individual buildings and structures add value to each other as remnants of thoise first 
years of the generation of electrical power. The most significant value of the sit is its 
position in the long history of growth of ESCOM: the oldest power station - even tho gh the 
physical evidence of the power plant has been demolished. 

A second level of significance lies with the site and Eskom's role in the developrn nt and 
growth of Witbank as a town, associated with the development of the Eastern Highvel . 

The third level of significance is defined by the role of this power station as a mo 
archetype of later Eskom models for power stations elsewhere in the country 

Scientific value 

The Eskom Park herit9ge resources demonstrate a high degree of creative and technical 
achievement duringth'e.. ~ 920s. · 

Scientific value should be read in tandem with technological value. The site with its b • ildings 
and structures represent various levels of scientific and technological sophisticati n and 
robustness at a particular time in the history of electricity generation. 

. . . . .. 

It is also intere·sting to note that all steelwork was imported from Scotland. 

Social value 

The Eskom Park heritage resources have a strong association with the Witbank com'f unity . 

The site does not diredly represent Eskom's contribution to the social upliftmen~ of the 
people of Witbank at a particular point in time. Eskom's impact on the residents of V.Vitbank 
evolved over a long period of time. From a social-historical point of view Eskom's cont~ibution 
cannot be measured as a single historical event (on particular day or year) bJt as a 
continuous replenishment of the social fabr.ic of the town. People were taken into its labour 
force, they were trained on the site and some were housed on the premises to accom odate 
problems associated with long distances from home and lack of suitable housing in to n 

3.2 Significance of specific heritage elements 

See Addendum A 
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PART 4: ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT OF FUTURE DEVELOPMENT IN TERMS I F 
SECTION 38(3)(c) - (g) OF THE NATIONAL HERITAGE RESOURCES ACT 

4.1 Cultural and-legal issues that may impact on the Eskom Park heritage resou ces 

Issues such as job creation and urban development (two of President Mbeki's pres dential 
imperatives) may have an influence on decisions as to what to do with the remaining H.eritage 
resources at Eskom Park. We are of the opinion that a sensitive approach to the 
rehabilitation of th.ese resources will enhance job creation and urban development. 

The other major issue is a legal one. In terms of Section 34(1) of the National eritage 
Resources Act, no structures or part of structures older than 60 years may be alt red or 
demolished without a permit from the provincial heritage resources agency. All the ffected 
heritage resources at Eskom Park (workshop buildings, houses, recreation facilities, ffices) 
are definitely older than sixty years. 

4.2 Impact on individual heritage resources 

See Addendum A 

PART 5: RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 General recommendations 

1. Eskom's databases (archival material such as plans, maps, photographic materi I) must 
continue to enjoy protection and maintenance as corporate policy. ✓ w '>r:i. ·• ,.-. ··: 

1
· • !t · 

.2. There is a need for specific heritage programmes, in particular the recording of oral 
evidence regarding several aspects of the company through an oral history proglamme: 
engineering a_spec~s, technol,oglca. I i~nov~tion, scientific experimentation, constr ction -
structural engineering and workers' histories. ✓ 

3. Future development and planning must take place according to zoning, based o and in 
sympathy with the historic lancf-use patterns, special divisions and layout of the site. ✓ 

4. New architectural designs must' be in sympathy with the architectural vocabultries in 
each functional zone. v... · . 

5. Contemporary development needs must be combined with historic space
structure/landscape and ar_chitectural fabric based on rehabilitation guideli j es as 
presented in this report. ✓ ) 

6. The historic character and significance of the site must be emphasis~s by erecting 
information plaques/signage, marking of historical fabric outlines/extremities, lan~scape 
and urban design elements that would enhance legibility resulting in the P.OSsible 
exploitation of the site's potential as a heritage site in the Witbank urban framewtrk and 
as a possible network of historical power supply facilities. / 

7. In terms of Section 34(1) of the National Heritage Resources Act, no structures o part of 
structures older than 60 years may be, altered or demolished without a permit f lom the 
provincial heritage resources agency. All the affected heritage resources at Eskom Park 
(workshop buildings, houses, recreation facilities, offices) are definitely older thln sixty 
years. __...,,......-- J;-✓,:,c.,-, ... ~"'1 I 

8. Until the new function of the heritage resources is clear in terms of new develoP,ments, 
these resources (sites, structures, buildings) must be preserved (see Addendum IB). v 

9. To minimise the impact of new development, any such develppment 
actions/interventions must comply with the principles, approaches and guidelipes for 
rehabilitation (see Addendum C). Note that the proposed rehabilitation principles, 
approaches and guidelines include actions/interventions relating to preservation . 
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5.2 Recommendations regarding specific heritage resources 

See Addendums A, 8, C 

14 

Addendum A lists the heritage resources separately and summarises their history current 
use, impact of proposed development and management actions/interventions to ,illinimise 
these impacts. 

Addendum B contains standards, approaches and guidelines for short-term preser11ation of 
the Eskom Park heritage resources. 

Addendum C contains standards, approaches and guidelines for medium- to, h ng-term 
rehabilitation of the Eskom Park heritage resources. 
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ADDENDUM A: SUMMARY OF MAPPING, RECORDING, SIGNIFICANCE, IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT 
RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING INDIVIDUAL HERITAGE RESOURCES AT ESKOM PARK 

ZONE ITEM MAPPING AND RECORDING SIGNIFICANCE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
Description Current status Remarks Level Criteria Type of Level of Recommended 

(see development impact management 
footnote at (1998 Plan) actions 

end of 
table) 

A 1 - 4 Houses for Resident Leased by Built 1925- High d, e, g, h Commercial Medium to 1. Document 
Engineer, Assistant Eskom to cut off from and offices high 2. Preserve 
RE, resting, boarding tenants for power st_atior. 3. Rehabilitate 

accommodation site· by road . :_ -.· .. 4. Monitor 
"• 

•", 5. Do not 
. : . demolish (older 

than 60 years) 
5-7 Additional senior Leased by Built between High d, e, g Commercial Medium to As above 

management houses Eskom to 1925 and and offices high 
tenants for 1933 
residence and 
education 

B 1, 2 Semi-detached Used as Eskom Built 1925- High d, e, g Retail and Medium to As above 
houses for married offices 10 other units commercial high 
white employees demolished 

C 1 Sports club house Used by Built 1925 - High d, e,g Retail and Medium to As above 
security Eskom logo in commercial high 
company paving 

2 Old bowling green Derelict Est. 1925 High d,e, g Retail and Medium 1. Leave as 
commercial open parkland 

space 
(preserve) 
2. Incorporate 
in new 

. ·- - landscaping 
~~c-u-,.., ;~ 

possible 
3 Old tennis courts Derelict Est. 1925 High d, e, g Retail and Medium As above 

commercial 

ESKOM PARK WITBANK HERITAGE IMPACT ASqESSMENT ADDENDUM A 
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ZONE ITEM MAPPING AND RECORDING SIGNIFICANCE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
Description Current status Remarks Level Criteria Type of Level of Recommended 

... :.·•···, ,: ' :.::·- .- (see development impact management 
.... -:·-:· : ·<· ... :\·: ~. . -. footnote at (1998 Plan) actions :,. 

end of 
table) 

C 4 Recreation club Used by Built 1925 High d, e, g Retail and Medium to 1. Document 
.. house/hall lndustrelek commercial high 2. Preserve 

3. Rehabilitate 
4. Monitor 
5. Do not 
demolish (older 
than 60 years) 

5 Residence of former Used by Eskom Built 1925 as High d,e, g Retail and Medium to As above 
club manager Agrelek housekeeper: s_ commercial high 

dwellinq 
D 1 Power station admin. Used by Eskom Built 1925 High a, g Industry Medium 1. Document 

office for office and 2. Preserve 
storage 3. Rehabilitate 

as office 
4. Monitor 
5. Do not 
demolish 

2 Site of transmitter Vacant Est. 1925 Medium to a, f Industry Low 1. New 
park wasteland high uses/structures 

must reflect 
original layout 
and use of site 
2. Information 
boards and 

.. place/street 
names 

-- 3a,3b Site of coal staithes, Vacant land Built 1925- High _ a, f Industry Low to As above 
boiler house various 

- .. 
"' 

medium 
... 

qenerator hall additions later 
4 Workshop building Used as Built between High a, d, e, f Industry Medium to As for D 1 

archive storage 1925 and high 
1933 

.. -. 

ESKOM PARK WITBANK HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT ADDENDUM A 
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ZONE ITEM MAPPING AND RECORDING SIGNIFICANCE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
Description Current status Remarks Level Criteria Type of Level of Recommended 

(see development impact management 
footnote at (1998 Plan) actions 

end of 
table) 

D 5 Workshop building Used as Built 1925 as High a, d, e, f Industry Medium to 1. Document 
storage for boiler high · 2. Preserve 
archives etc wor~shop _.· . _ -· 3. Rehabilitate 

for light 
industrial 
purposes 
4. Monitor 
5. Do not 
demolish 

6 Workshop building Used as Built 1925- High a Industry Medium to As above 
storage 1926 with later high 

- extensions 
7 Workshop store Used as Built 1925 High a Industry Medium to As above 

storaqe high 
8 Workshop store Used as Built between Medium to a Industry Medium to As above 

storage 1925 and low low 
1933 

9 Workshop store Used for Built 1925 as Medium a Industry Medium to As above 
storaqe oil store low 

10 Cooling pond floors Used as Built 1925 as High a Industry Low Interpretive 
foundations for pond for signage 
recent buildings spray-pond 
and helicopter cooling 

11 Ash dump Redundant Est. 1925- High a None Low Dump is an 
1970 environmental 

threat - consult 
SAHRA about 

--- -~-- - ---~--.--- - ~ - - -~- -~ --·----- ·--- ---~ -- ~ - - -~ - - - ~~~ - --- --· ---- ·- - - --~ -· -- - -- - - - . ---------· -retention-of- - - - -- -~ -- - -- -

-~Ftie;:-
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ZONE ITEM MAPPING AND RECORDING SIGNIFICANCE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
Description Current status Remarks Level Criteria Type of Level of Recommended 

(see development impact management 
footnote at (1998 Plan) actions 

end of 
table) 

12 Railway lines Redundant Constructed High a Industry Medium to 1. Retain and 
1925 low interpret portion 

2. Include route 
in new designs 
for site 

E 1 - 4 Buildings of former Used as Erected 1925 High a, b, c, d, g Industry High 1. Document 
labourers' compound storage and with latter 2. Preserve 

I 

industrial additions 3. Rehabilitate 
4. Monitor 
5. Do not 

. demolish (older 
than 60 years 
6. Oral history 

Open Landscaped areas in Parkland Established High d,e, g Retail and Medium to 1. Document 
spaces and around Zones B between 1925 commercial high 2. Preserve 

and C and 1970 3. Replant new 
lanes to 
complement 
oriqinal lanes 

FOOTNOTE: CRITERIA OF H~RITAGE SIGNIFICANCE (SECTION 3(3) OF THE NATIONAL HERITAGE RESOURCES ACT) 

a 
b 
C 

d 

Importance in the community or pattern of South Africa's history: In this case the history of Eskom and power generation 
Possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of South Africa's natural or cultural heritage: In this case the history of labour compounds 
Potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of South Africa's natural or cultural heritage: In this case the history of black workers 
at Eskom power stations 
Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a particular class of South Africa's natural or cultural places or objects: In this case staff 
houses and villages for Eskomemployees 

-----l-mJ:)E}Ftanee-iA-exhibttiA§-J:)aFtie1:1laraesthetie-ehaFaeteFisties-vall:le€l-0y-a-eernffl-l:ffitfy'-er-e1:tJ.ruFal-§-FW~tl:t~s-sas~1Jral-aoo-v:isual-q.u.al· · ■ 
f Importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement at a particular period: In this case the history and technology of power 

generation 

ESKOM PARK WITBANK HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT ADDENDUM A 
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g Strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social, cultural and spiritual reasons In this case the Witbank community 
and the Eskom corps of employees · 

h Strong or special association with the life of a person, group or organisation of importance in the history of South Africa: In this case Bruce Marchand, the 
first Resident Engineer · ·· · 
Significance relating to the history of slavery in South Africa: Not relevant in this context 

ESKOM PARK WITBANK HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT ADDENDUM A 
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ADDENDUM B 

RECOMMENDED SHORT-TERM PRESERVATION ACTIONS/INTERVENTIONS 

1. DEFINITION 

Preservation is defined as the act or process of applying measures necessary to sustain the exi ting form, 
integrity, and materials of an historic property. Work, including preliminary measures to protect and s!abilize the 
property, generally focuses upon the ongoing maintenance and repair of historic materials and featJres rather 
than extensive replacement and new construction. New exterior additions are not within the sco e of this 
treatment; howe1Ler, the limited and seos_itive upgrading of mechanical, electrical, and plumbing. sy terns and . 
other code-required work to make properties functional is appropriate within a preseNation project. 

Most of the heritage resources at Eskom Park are in need of preseNation, irrespective of whether ther) will soon 
be subject to development or not. This document suggests standards and guidelines to achieve this o' ·ective. 

2. ST AN DAROS 

1. A property will be used as it was historically, or be given a new use that maximizes the retention of istinctive 
materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships. Where a treatment and use have not been id ntified, a 
property will be protected and, if necessary, stabilized until additronal work may be undertaken-. 
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The replacement of intact or epairable 
historic materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a prope f. will be 
aw~~- · 
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Work ne~ded' to stabilize, 
consolidate, and conserve existing historic materials and features will" tie physically and visually co patible, 
identifiable upon close inspection, and properly documented for future research. · 
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and p eserved. 
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanlhip that 
characterize a propertywill be preseNed. · . 
6. ,he existing condition of historic features will be evaluated to determine the appropriate level of int Nention -
needed. Where the severity of deterioration requires repair or limited replacement of a distinctive feature, the new 
material will mate~ the old in composition, design, colour, and texture. · I · 
7. Chemical. or, physical treatments, if appropriate, will be• undertaken using the gentlest means possible .. 
Treatments that caus·e damage to historic materials will not be used. . , J. . 
8. Archaeological .. resources will be protected and prese_Ned in place. If such resources .must be dr:sturbed, 
m·,r,gat"ron measures will be undertaken. 

3.APPROACH 

When the property's distinctive materials, features, and spaces are essentially intact and thus 
convey the historic significance wJthout extensive repair or replacement; when depiction at a . 
particular penod of time is not appropriate; and when a continuing o.r new use does not require 
addlfions or extensive altergfions, Preservation may be conside(e.d as a. treatment. Pri9r to 
undertaking work, a .documentatiorr.plan forPres~rvaffon should·be developed: . 
~ ~1-- •''• •• ~ '~~~ 

Ch9osing Preservation as a Treatment 

. ' 

· 1n Preservation, the options for repl~cement are less extensive th.an in th~. treatr:i,ent, :Rehabilitaffori .. ifhis is.· · 
· because it is asslJmed at the outset that building materials and character-defining features· are es.sentiaU , intact, . 
. i.e., that more historic fabric has survived, unchanged over time. The expres~ed goal ofpreseNation:treatlnent is 
· retention of the build!ng;s existing 'form, features and. cjetailing. This may be as simple: as bas.ic maint~n-!nce of 
. existin9,.materials.ancifeatures..or may inv.ollle preparing. a.historlc.stru.ctur.e re·port,. uridertakingJaborator.y testfng_. 
such as paint and mortar analysis, and hiring conservators to perform sensitive work such as re.cons ituting 
interior finishes. Protection, maintenance, and repair are emphasized while replacement is minimized. . 

3.1 Identify, Retain, and Preserve Historic Materials and Features 

The guidance for the treatment Preservation begins with recommendations to identify the form and detar/ing of 
those architectural materials and features that are important in defining the building's historic character andlwhich . 
must be retained in order to preserve that character. Therefore, guidan_ce on identifying, retain[ng, and 
preserving character-defining features is always given first. The character of a historic building may be1. fined 
by· the fomr- a mt detaitirrg- of- extertor materials; sue tr as masonry, wood; arrtf-metat, ext-error features;: IT as- · 
roofs, porches, and windows; interior .materials, such as plaster and paint; and interior features, su h as 

ESKOM PARK.WlTBANK HERlTAGE.IMPACT ASSESSMENT ADDENDUM B I 
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CULTMATRtX CC ii 

mouldings and stairways, room configuration and spatial relationships, as well as structural and r 1echanical 
systems; and the building's site and setting. 

3.2 Stabilize Deteriorated Historic Materials and Features as a Preliminary Measure 

applicable, if circumstances warrant, for the other treatments. 
~ - . . I 

Deteriorated portions of a historic building may need to be protected thorough preliminary stabilization measures 
until additional work can be undertaken. Stabilizin_ g_ may include structural reinforcement, weathe ~ization,. or 
correcting unsafe conditions. Temporary stabilization should always be carried out in such a man er that it 
detracts as 1'1ttle as possible from the historic buifding's appearance. Althoug.h it may not be necessa, in every 
preservation project, stabilization is nonetheless an integral part of the treatment Preservation; it1·s equally 

After identifying those materials and features that are important and must be retained in the , rocess of 
Preservation work, then protecting and maintaining them are addressed. Protection generally in olves the 
least degree of intervention and is preparatory to other work. For example, protection includes the main'enance of 
historic materials through treatments such as rust removal, caulking, limited paint removal, and re-app ication of 
protective-coatings; the-cydical cleaning of roof gutteF systems; or instaflation of fencing-, &tam,-systei:ns and other 
temporary protective measures. Although a historic building will usually require more extensive work, rn overall 
evaluation of its physical condition should always begin at this level. · 

4. PRESERVATION GUIDELINES 

These guidelines deal with the following components of heritage resources: 

• Masonry 
• Wood 
• · Architectural metals 
• Roofs 
" Windows 
• Entrances and porches 
• lnte~ior structural systems 
• Interior spaces, features, finishes 
• Interior-mechanical systems. 

-• Site 
• Setting .· 

4.1 Exterior,-inaterials 

4.1.1 Masonry · 

Identify, Ret~f,,· and Preserve 

Recommended 

. ldentifying ... retaining_._and preserving masonry features that are important in defirjirjg the over~II iisforfc :.i 
character of t_he building such as walls, br_ackets, railings, cornic:es, window architraves,_door peqi1r:nents, . · 
steps, and columns; and details such as tooling and bonding patterns, coatings, arid colour. . . . . -· 

Not recommended 

Altering masonry features which ar~-important in defining the overall historic character of the buiiding so that, aii a 
result, the char.acter is .diminished. ' . . . . ..... ·. . ,. . ; . . 

Replacing historic masonryfeatur~~- instead of repairing or replacing only the det~tiorated ma~oriry. · 
. . 

Applying paint or other coatings such as stucco to masonry that has been historically unpainted or uncoa ,ed. 

Removing paint from historically painted masonry. 

Changing the type of paint or coating or its cotour. 

Stabilize 

Recommended . 

Stabilizing deteriorated· or damaged masonry as a preliminary measure, when necessary,' ,pr or to 
undertaking appropriate preservation work. -' 

. ESKOM PARK WITBANK HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT ADDENDUM B 
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Not recommended 

Failing to stabilize deteriorated or damaged masonry until additional work is undertaken, thus allo ing further 
damage to occur to the historic building. 

Protect and Maintain .. 

Recommended 

Protecting and maintaining masonry by providing proper drainage so that water does not 1st nd on flat, 
horizontal.sw:faces.or accumulate in.c.urv.ed. decorative_ features. 

Cleaning masonry only when necessary to halt deterioration or remove heavy soiling. 

Carrying out masonry surface cleaning tests after it has been determined that such1 c eariing is 
appropriate. Tests should be observed over a s-ufficien.t period of time so that beth the-immedi te and the 
long-range effects are known to enable selection of the gentlest method possible. 

Cleaning masonry surfaces with the gentlest method possible, such as low-pressure ater and· 
detergents, using natural bristle brushes. 

Inspecting painted masonry surfaces to determine whether repainting is necessary. 
·, 

Removing damaged or deteriorated paint only to the next sound layer using the gentlest metho possible· ·· 
(e.g., handscraping) prior to repainting. · · 

Applying compatible paint coating systems following proper surface preparation. 

Repainting with colours that are historically appropriate to the building 'and district. 

Evaluating ·the existing condition of the masonry to determine whether more than protec ion and 
maintenance are required, that is, if repairs:to masonry features will be necessary. 
Not Recommended . . . 

Failing_ to. evaluate and treat the various c;u~~s of mortar joint deterioration such as leaking roofs o gutters, 
differential S!3ttlement of the building, capillary action, or extreme weather exposure.• .. . 

Cleaning masonry surfaces when they are nb'Lheavily soiled, thus needlessly introducing chemicals or oisture!. ' 
into historic-materials. ,·. ·, .: · · 

Cleaning masonry surfaces without testing or without sufficient time for the testing results to be of Value. 

Sandblasting brick· or stone surfaces· using dry or wet grit or other ·abrasives. These methods of leaning:. 
permanently erode the surface of the material and accelerate deterioration. 

Using a cleaning method .that involves water or liquid chemical solutior:is wher:i ~here is any possibility of reezing 
temperatures.-: · · ·· · · 

Cleaning with chemical products that will damage masonry, such a~ using 1oci·d on limestori~ or marble,, or lea\iing 
chemicats on masonry surfaces. · . _· ._ . . . 
Applying high-pressure water cleaning methods that will damage historic masciniy and the mortar joints. 

Removing paint that is firmly adhering to, and thus protecting, masonry surfaces: 
• • I • 

Using method~ of removing paint that ar~ destructive to masonry, such as sandblasting, application of austic . 
solutions, or high pressure water blasting. 

Failing to follow manufacturers' product and application instructions when repainting masonry. 

Using new paint colours that are inappropriate to the historic building and district. 

Failing to undertake adequate measures to assure the protection of masonry features-:· 

4.1.2 Wood 

ESKOM PARK WITBANK HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT ADDENDUM B 
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Identify, Retain and Preserve 

Recommended 
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Identifying, retaining, and preserving wood features that are important in defining the oV:er II historiG 
character of the building such as siding, cornices, brackets, window architraves, and doorway ediments; 
and their pa_ints, finishes, and colours. 

Not recommended 

Altering wood features which are important in defining the overall historic character of the building, s that, as a 
result, the.character is diminished.. 

Replacing historic wood features instead of repairing or replacing only the deteriorated wood. 

Changing the type of paint or finish and its colour. 

Stabilize 

Recommended 

Stabilizing deteriorated- or damaged- wood as a- preliminary measure, when necessaty, prior· to--· 
undertaking appropriate preservation work. 

Not Recommended 

Faffing fo stabilize cfeterioratecf or damaged wood until adcfiffonaf work is undertaken, thus affowi g further · 
damage to occur to the historic building. 

Protect and.Maintain 

Recommended 

Protecting and maintaining wood features by providing proper drainage so that water is not al owed to 
stand on flat, hor.i.z<?rital surfaces or ac_cumulate in dec9rative features. 

Applying chemic~lpreservatives to wobd (~atures such as beam-ends or outriggers that are _h' osed_to 
decay hazards and are tradltlonally unpainted. . _ · . - ] : . 

Retaining coatin~s'such as paintthat ~•;P prntectthe ~ood frOm molstur~ and ultravioletli!iht. . : 

Paint removal should be considered only where there is paint s·urface deterioration and as p rt of an 
overail maintenance program which involves repainting or applying other appropriate protective doatings.
lnspecting painted wood surfaces to determine whether repainting is necessary or if cleaning is a I that is 
required. · · · · 

Removing _damaged or_ deterion:ited paint'to the next sound layer using 'the'-gentlest method ·~ossitile · · 
·(handscraping and handsandlng), t'fien repainting. . . : . .. . . .. -. . . . ·. . . _· . ·1 - _; _. 

Using with care electric hot~air guns on decorative wood features and electric-·heat plates·on fl]t wood: · 
surfaces when paint is so deteriorated th.at totat removat is necessary prior to'repainting. '. · j' · . · .. · 

Using chemical strippe~~ prirnaril/;o supplement other methods such as haridscraping, hand~anding and ... ·. 
the above-reco!llmended thermal devices; Detachable wooden· elements ·such as sh.utters, do6~s, and · 
columns may--with the proper safeguards-be chemically dip~stripped. · · · · · 

I 

Applying compatible paint coating systems following proper surface preparation. 

Repainting with colours that are appropriate to the historic building and district. 

Evaluating the existing condition of the wood to determine whether more than protection and 
maintenance are required, that is, if repairs to wood features will be necessary. l _ . 

· Not Recommended 

Failing to identify, evaluate, and treat the causes of wood deterioration, including faulty flashing, leaking utters, 

I 
ESKOM PARK WITBANK HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT ADDENDUM B. :. I 
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Identifying the particular type of metal prior to any cleaning procedure and then testing to ass re that the 
gentlest cleaning method possible is selected or determining that cleaning is inappropri[ate for the 
particular metal. 

Cleaning soft metals such as lead, tin, copper, tern plate, and zinc with appropriate chemic I methods 
because their finishes can be easily abraded by blasting methods. J 
Using the gentlest cleaning methods for cast iron, wrought iron, and steef--hard metals-- n order to 
remove paint build-up and corrosion. If handscraping and wire brushing have proven ine Ictive, low 
pressure grit blasting may be used as long as it does not abrade or damage the surface. •· ·. 

Applying. appropr.iate paint or other coating systems after. cleaning. in order to. decrease. the co ros.ion rate .. 
of metals or alloys. 

Repainting with colours that are appropriate to the historic building or district. 

Appiyi-ng an appropr-iate protective coating- such as- lacquer to an architectural metal feat-ur such- as a 
bronze door that is subject to heavy pedestrian use. 

Evaluating the existing condition of the architectural metals to determine whether more than protection 
and maintenance are required, that is, if repairs to features will be necessary. 

Not Recommended 

Failing to identify, evaluate, and treat the causes of corrosion, such as moisture from leaking roofs or gutters. 
Placing incompatible metals together without providing a reliable separation material. Such incornp tibility can 
resurt in garvanic corrosion of the less noble metal, e.g., copper will corrode cast fron, steel, tiri, and ruminium. 

Exposing metals that were intended to be protected from the environment. Applying paint or other eatings to. 
metals such as copper, bronze, or stainless steel that were meant to be exposed. · 

Using cleaning methods that alter or damage.the historic colour, texture, and finish o{the metal; or Cle ning when 
it is inappropriate for the meta I. · 

Removing the patina of historic metal. The r:i'atina may be a protective coating on some metals, such a bronze or : 
copper,· as:well as a significant historic finls:h// · · 

Cleaning soft metals such as lead, tin, copper,. tern plate, and zinc with grit blasting which will abrade ,he surface 
of the metal. . · ·. · 

Failing to. employ gentler methods. prior t; abrasi\lely cleaning .cast iron, .wrought iron or steel; or sing. high 
pressure grit blasting. · 

Failing to re-apply protective coating systems to metals or alloys that require them after cleani g so that 
accelerated corrosion occurs. 

Using new colours that are inappropriate to the historic building or district: 
. . ~-

Failing to assess pedestrian use or new access patterns so that architectural metal features are subject to -·· 
damage by use or.-inappropriate maintenance such as salting adjacent sidewalks. 

Failing to undertake adeql!ate measures to assure the protection of architectural' metal features. 

4.2 Exterior features 

4.2.1 Roofs 

Identify, Retain and Preserve. 

Recommended 

Identifying, retaining, and preserving roofs-and their functional and. decorative features-that lis ,mportant 
in defining the overall his_toric-character of the building. This includes the roof's shape,. such al; hipped-;. · . . . . . . .. . . . I 
gambrel, and mansard; decorative features such as cupolas, cresting, chimneys·,· and weatherv nes; and .. 
roofing material such as slate, wood. cla~ tile, and metal. as well _as its size, coloifr, and pattern ng. 
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Not Recommended 

Altering the roof and roofing materials that are important in defining the overall historic character of the building so 
that, as a result, the character is diminished. 

Replacing historic roofing material instead of repairing or replacing only the deteriorated material. 

Changing the type or colour of roofing materials. 

Stabilize 

Recommended 

Stabilizing deteriorated or damaged roofs as a preliminary measure, when necessary, prior to u1 dertaking 
appropriate preservation work. 

Not Recommended 
Failing to stabilize a deteriorated or damaged roof until additional work is undertaken, thus allow ng further 
damage to occur to the historic building. 

Protect and Maintain 

Recommended 

Protecting and maintaining a roof by cleaning the gutters and downspouts and replacing de eriorateci' 
flashing. Roof sheathing should also be checked for proper venting to prevent moisture con fonsation 
and water penetration; and to insure that materials are free from insect infestation. 

Providing adequate anchorage for roofing material to guard against v,iind damage arid moisture· .. 
penetration. 

Protecting a leaking roof with plywood and building paper until it can be properly repaired. ' 

Not Recommended · 

Failing to clea_n ~nci mai~tain gutters and dOl,':"nspouts properly so that water and debris collect and causle.damage· 
to roof fasteners;·_sheathmg, and the underlying structure. · , · -

Allowing roof fast~rers, such as nails ~nd clips to corrode so that roofing material is subject to a, celerateq'··. 
deterioration. '° · · • · · . l .. · 
Permitting .a leaking roof to remain un~rotected so that accelerated deterioration of historic building at~rials
masonry, wood, plaster, paint and structural members--occurs. · .0 .,, __ 

4.2.2 Windows 

Identify, Retain and Preserve 

Recommended 

Identifying-, retaintng; amt preservtng winctows---anct-thetrftmctiorrat amt decorative features that-are· ._ ·. 
important in defining the ·overall historic Chf1r~cter of the building. Such 'fe~tures can incltldel frames, · . -
sash, muntins, glazing, sills, heads, hoodmofds, panelled or decorated janibs and mouldings, an~ interior ; 
and exterior shutters and blinds. . . ' .. . 

Concfuctfng an ih-cfepth survey of the condfffon of existrng wfncfows earfy fn preservation pfannfng so that ·· 
repair and upgrading methods and ppssible replacement options can be fully explored. , 

Not Recommended 

Altering windows or window features which are important in defining the historic character of the build in l so that, 
as a result, the character is diminished. 

' . . . . . 

Changing the historic appearance of windows by replacing materials, finishes, or colour's which rioticeabl11 ~h~nge · 
the sash, depth of reveal, and muntin configuration; the reflectivity and colour of the g)azin~ or the appe lrance of 
the frame. 
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cut TMATR~X cc viii 

Obscuring historic window trim with metal or other material. 

Replacing windows solely because of peeling paint, broken glass, stuck sash, and high air infiltra~ion. These 
conditions, in themselves, are no indication that windows are beyond repair. 

Stabilize 

Recommended 

Stabilizing . deteriorated or damaged windows as a preliminary measure, when necessar , prior to 
undertaking appropriate preservation work. 

Not Recommended 

Failing to stabilize a deteriorated or damaged window until additional work is undertaken, thus all'.o\l\ ng furthet 
damage to occur to the historic building. 

Protect and Maintain 

Recommended 

Protecting· and· maintaining the· wood·:and· architectural· metals· that·comprise the window· fra .e, sash~ · 
muntins, and surrounds through appropriate surface treatments such as cleaning, rust remov I, limited 
paint removal, and re-application of protective coating systems. 

I 

Making windows weather tight by re-caulking and replacing or installing weather-stripping. These actions 
also frhprove thermar efficiency. 

Evaluating the existing condition of materials to determine whether more than _profec ion and. 
maintenance are required, i.e. if repairs to windows and window features will be required. 

Not _Recommended 

Failing to provide adequate protection of materials on a cyclical basis so that deterioration of the wirido results'. 

Retrofitting or replacing window~:-rather than ~aintaining the sash, frame, ~nd glazing, 
·:·- • . !" 

Fa'rling to undertake adequate m_easures to assure the protection of historic windows .. 

4.2.3 Entrances and porches·:., 

Identify, Retain and Preserve 

Recommended 

Identifying; retaining; and- preserving- entrances- and- por-ches-and theiie funetioria1-· and •d corative
features--that are important jn defining the overall historic ·_character° 'of the building such, a 'doors, 
fanlights, sidelights, pilasters, entablatures, columns, balustrades, and stairs. · · · ;. 

Not Recommended 

Altering entrclnces _and porches that cire lmpor.tclnt in defining the overall historic character of thebuilqin so that, .. ' 
.as a result, the ch;fracter is. diminished .. ·. •· . . . . ·•• ; . . •. . I' ~ . 
Replacing historic entrance and porch features instead of repairing or replacing only the deteribrated ma~enal: ·: 

Stabilize 

Recommended 

Stabilizing deteriorated or damaged entrances and porches as a preliminary measure, when r'te essary, 
prior to undertaking appropriate preservation work. . · . 

· . Not Recommended 

Failing to stabilize .a deteriorated or damaged eiit~ance or porch until additional work is undertaken, thus !lowing 
, further damage to occur to the historic building. · . . . 
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CULTMATRtX-CC ix 

Protect and Maintain 

Recommended 

Protecting and maintaining the masonry, wood, and architectural metals that comprise entra ces and 
porches throug_h appropriate surface treatments such as cleaning, rust removal, limited paint removal, 
and re-application of protective coating systems. 

Evaluating the existing condition of materials to determine whether more than protec ion and 
maintenance are required, that is, repairs to entrance and porch features will be necessary. 

Not Recommended 

Failing to provide adequate protection to materials on a cyclical basis so that deterioration of entr nces and 
porches results. 

Failing to undertake adequate measures to assure the protection of historic entrances and porches. 

4.3 INTERIOR FEATURES 

4:3.1 Structural systems 

Identify, Retain and Preserve· .. 

Recommended 

ki~ntifying, retaining, and preserving structural systems--and individual features of systenhs that are 
important in defining the o_verall historic character of the building, such as post and beam ystems; 
trusses, summer beams, vigas, cast iron columns, above-grade stone foundation walls, or loa beadng 
brick or stone walls. · · 

Not Recommended 

Altering visible features of historic structural systems that are important in defining the overall historic ,ch racier of 
the building so that; as a result, the character is diminished. 

Overloading the exfsting structural system; or installing equipment or mechanical systems that could pa age th~ 
· structure. 

Replacing a load neadng .mas.onry wall that could be .augmented.and. retained. 

Leaving known structural problems untreated such as deflection of beams, cracking and bowing ,of walls, o.r 
racking of structural .members. · ·· • · 

Utilizing trea~r-nerns .or p,roducts that -aeeelerate -the-deterioration of structural rilateria~ such as- iritroduc ng·urea- · 
formaldehyde foam insulation into frame walls. · · · 

Stabilize 

Recommended· 

Stabilizing deteriorated· or damaged structural systems as a p'reliminary measure, when necessary, priot 
to undertaking appropriate preservation work. - , · · · · , · 

Not ·Recommended 

. Failing to stabilize a deteriorated.or damaged structural system until additional work .is undertaken, thus allowing 
further damage to occur to the historic building. 

Protect and Maintain 

· . Recommended . 

Protecting and maintaining the structural system by cleaning the roof gutters and downspouts; replacing .. 
roof flas(Jing; keeping masonry, wood, and architectural metals in a sound condition; and·ensu '·ng that 
structural members are free from insect infestation. ' 
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Not Recommended 

Failing to provide proper building maintenance so that deterioration of the structural system results. ~auses of 
deterioration include subsurface ground movement, vegetation growing too close to foundation waUs, improper 
grading, fungal rot, and poor interior ventilation that result in condensation. 
Utilizing destructive probing techniques that will damage or destroy structural material. 

4.3.2 Spaces, features, finishes 

Identify, Retain and Preserve 

INTERIOR SPACES 

Recommended 

Identifying, retaining, and preserving a floor plan or interior spaces that are important in cief ning the 
overall historic character of the building. This includes the size, configuration, proport on, and 
relationship of rooms and corridors; the relationship of features to spaces; and the spaces thi mselves 
such as lobbies, reception halls, entrance halls, double parlours, theatres, auditoriums, and i lnportant 
industrial or commercial spaces. 

Not Recommended 

Altering a floor plan or interior spaces-including individual rooms-- that are important in defining the overall 
historic character of the building so that, as a result, the character is diminished. 

INTERIOR FEATURES AND FINISHES 

Recommended 

Identifying, retaining, and preserving interior features and finishes that are important in defil ing the 
overall historic character of the building, including columns, cornices, baseboards, fireplac es and 
mantels, pai:ii:lfling, light fixtures, hardware, and flooring; and wallpaper, plaster, paint, and finish 6 s such 
as stencilling,: m_arbling, and graining; and,other decorative materials that accent interior featu es and 
provide coloqr,texture, and patterning to walls; floors, and ceilings. 

~ . •;. . 

Not Recomm~·nded 

Altering feature~ .and finishes which_ are importanfjn defining the overall historic character ·of the building so that, 
as a result, the,character is diminished. · · · · 1 . ' 
Replacing historic interior features and finishes inste;:id of repairing or replacing only the deteriorated n asonry: 
Installing new decorative material that obscures or damages character-defining interior features or finishes 

Removing historic ·finishes, such as paint and plaster, or historic wali coverings; s·u·c::.fi as' walipaper. 
Applying paint, plaster, or other finishes to surfaces that have been historically unfinished. 

Stripping paint to bare wood rather than repairing or re-applying graln.ed or m~rbled finishes to features·• uch ·as 
doors and panelling. · ··· · · 

Cha_nging the type of finish or its colour, such as painting a prevjousiy varh"ished wood ·fe~ture . 

Stabilize 

Recommended 

Stabilizing deteriorated or damaged interior features and finishes as a preliminary measure, when 
necessary, prior to undertaking appropriate preservation work. 

Not Recommended 

Failing to stabilize a deteriorated o.r damaged interior feature or finish u_ntil additional· work is undertaike , thus · 
allowing further damage to occur to the historic building. · · 

Protect and Maintain 

. i 
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CUL TMA TRIX CC XI 

Recommended k 
Protecting and maintaining masonry, wood, and architectural metals that comprise inter or features 
through appropriate surface treatments such as cleaning, rust removal, limited paint re oval, and 
reapplication of protective coatings systems. 

Protecting interior features and finishes against arson and vandalism before project w rk begins, 
boarding-up windows, and installing fire alarm systems that are keyed to local protection agen ies. 

Protecting interior features such as a staircase, marttel, or decorative finishes and Wall coveti gs against 
damage during project work by covering them with heavy canvas or plastic sheets. 

Installing protective coverings iri areas of he.ivy pedestrian traffic to protect historic features s di as wall 
coverings, parquet flooring and panelling. · 

Removing damaged or deteriorated paints arid finishes to the next sound layer u·sirig the geritl st method 
possible, then repainting or refinishing using compatible paint or other coating systems. 

Repainting with colours that are appropriate fo the historic building. 

l-imiting abrasive cleaning methods to certain industrial warehouse buildings where the interio masonry 
or plaster features do not have distinguishing design, detailing, tooling, or finishes; and w ere wood 
features are not finished, moulded, beaded, or worked by hand. Abrasive cleaning shoul only be 
considei"'ed after other, gentler methods have been proven ineffective. 

~valblating the exisUng condition of materials to determine. whether more than prote tion and 
maintenance are required, that is, if repairs to interior features and finishes will be necessary. 

Not Recommended 

Failing to provide adequate protection to materials on a cyclical basis so that. deterioration of interior features 
results. 

Permitting entry into historic buildings flir"ough _unsecured or broken windows arid doors so that t e inferior 
features and finishes are damaged by exposure to weather o, vandalism. 
Stripping interiors· of f.eat.ures such as woodwork, .. doors, windows, light. fixtures, copper piping, radiat rs; or of 
decorative materials. · ' · 

Failing to provide pr6pef protecfion of iriterio? features and fiiiisnes during work so that they are .gouged, 
scratched, dented, or oth~rwise damaged. • . . 
Failing to take r.i_ew use patterns into consideratiqh-so that interior features and finishes are damaged.-

Using destructive·- methods such as propane or butane torches or sandblasting to remove paint or other eatings. 
These metMds can irt'ei/ersibly damage the historic ma_feriats that com~tise iiiteriMfeatutes. _ . _ _ -l· 
Using new paint-colours _that are ir1appropriate to the historic building. · ·. . . · ·-. · . -. --· · . · . 
Changing the texture and patina of character-defining features through sandblasting or use .of:abrasive ,1, ethods · 
to remove paint, discoloration or plaster. This includes both exposed wood (including structural members) and 
masonry. · · 

, , , 

Failing to undertake adequate measures to assure the protection of interior features and finishes: 

4.3.3 Mechanical ~ystems ·. 

rdentip/1 Retain and Preserve 

ReGommended 

Identifying, retaining, and preserving visible features of early mechanical systems that are impo ant in 
defining the overall hisfo~ic character of the ouildiiig, siich as radiators, venfs, tans, glilles, plum6ing· 
fixtures, switch plates, and lights. 

N6( Re66iriin.eiided 

Removing or -altering visible features of mechanical systems that are import-ant in defining the overaU istori~ 
character of the building so that, as a result, the character is diminished. 

ESKOM PARK WITBANK HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT ADDFl\ln1 iu 0 
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Sfabiliie 

Recommended 

Stabilizing deteriorated or damaged mechanical systems as a preliminary measure, when n cessary, 
prior to undertaking appropriate preservation work. 

Not Recommended 

Failing to stabilize a deteriorated or damaged mechanical system until additional work is underta en, thus 
allowing further damage to occur to the historic building. 

Prntect and Maintain 

Recommended 

Protecfing arid rnairitaiiiirig rnediariical, pli.iriibirig, arid electrical systems and their features thr·ough 
cyclical cleaning and other appropriate measures. 

Preventing accelerated deterioration of mechanical systems by providing adequate ventilation ·r attics, 
crawlspaces, and cellars so that moisture problems are avoided. 

lriipfovirig the energy efficiency of exisfirig mechanical systems to help reduce the need for elabo ate new 
equipment. 

Not Recommended 
Failing to provide adequate protection of materials on a cyclical basis so that deterioration of mechanical systems 
and their visible features results. 

Enclosing mechanical systems in areas that are not adequately ventilated so that deterioration of the systems 
f"esulfs. 

Installing unnecessary climate control systems that can add excessive moisture to the building. This a. ditional 
moisture can either condense inside, ··damaging interior surfaces, or pass through interior walls to the exterior, 
potentially damaging adjacent material~.a_s it migrates. 

4.4 SITE 

Identify; Retain and Preserve 

Recommended 

Identifying·, fetainin9·, and preserving l)uilding·s aiid tMir teaftires as werr as feaftires of tfie site fiat ar:e 
important in defining its overall historic character. Site features may include circulation systems ~uch as 
walks, paths, roads, or parking; vegetation such as trees, shrubs, fields, _or her~aceous plant. mlaterial;. 
landforms such as terracing, berms or grading; furnishings such as lights, fences, or benches; dedcirative . . 

~~er:;;; asii~~u~s~~~
1r:~~"~:~~ic~r f~;~.~~e;~~~;:~:\::;1~;~fi;c~~~;;~~0

t~~~ii~:6~t~f;;:·k~~~'
s· · -

Retaining the historic relationship between buildings and the landscape, 

Not Recommended 

Altering· Buildiri"g:s alicf tlieif feaflires cir' site featutes Whicli al"e important in defiiiin~· rne ovetall nisfonc cn_a ·· ctel"cif 
the property so that, as a result, the character is dimin.ished. . . .. . 

Removing or relocating oWldiiigs or landscape featul"es, ftii.is destroying me liisforic relafionsliip o ·tween 
buildings and the landscape. 

Sta6ITTiei 

Recommended 

~ta_bilizing deteriorated or damaged building and site features as a 'prelimfriary mea~u~e, when ne~e :~ary, . 
pffoffo i.irideifaking· appi'cipriate pr~etyafiori wonc • • -· 
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Nol Recommended I 
Failing to stabilize a deteriorated or damaged building or site feature until additional work is undertaken, thus 
allowing further damage to occur to the building site. · 

Protect and Maintain 

Recommended 

Protecting and maintaining buildings and sites by providing proper drainage to assure that w ter does 
not erode f6i.indation walls; drain toward the building; or damage or erode the landscape. 

Minimi:iing disturbance of terrain around buildings or elsewhere on the site, thus reducing the ossibility 

osfd.est~~yin9.dordd~~a-g.int~ im~~rt~nt lhands

1

chape

1 

.fea~~re~

11

orbarc

1

:aeo'.otgicdal·r·es·o·urcet·hs._ ·t. t· 

1 

It t· 
urveying an ocumen mg areas w ere e errarn w1 e a ,erea o erermine e po en ra 11mpac o 

important landscape features or archaeological resources. 

Pfofecfirig, e.g., pi'esei'iiiiig iii place, important ai'chaeological i'esoi.irces. 

Planning and carrying out any necessary investigation using professional archaeologists and modern 
archaeological methods when preservation in place is not feasible. 

Pi'eserVing· importarit landscape feaWres, incli.iding ongoing· maintenance at liisforic plant materi 1. 

Pr-otect-ing building and landscape features against arson and vandalism before preservati n work-

::::~::•·~:::;:~~: p;:~::~:.~hfe6~d::,:~: ;:::,::~:g ::::,,::,::s ::::•::~:::: ::::~:•;:r::~:: 
cleaning, rust removal, timited · paint removal, and re-application of protective coating syste s; and 
pruning and vegetation management, 

Evaluating ttie. existing condition of materials· and features to determine whether more than pr tection 
and mainfenance are feq·uired, tMf is, if repairs to bi.iilding and sife teafCires will be .necessary. 

Not Recomme'ncied 

Failing to maintain adequate site drainage so that buildings and site features are damaged or destroyed; or 
alferriativery, ct:iari.gitig tlie sife grading so fhaf wafe_i'" no longer drains properly. t 
lnt-roduGing heavy machinery int0 areas where it may dist1airb or damaae imp0rtant landsGape feat res er 
archaeological resources. 

Failing fo survey flie ouTkfirig sife prior f6 beginning work tliaf resuffs iri damage to, or desffuctioti of, impoffarif 
landscape features or archaeological resources. · ·, · · 

Leaving knowtf arcnaeologicalmafetial unprbtectMso fhaf if is damaged during preservation v,iorK 

Permitting unqual~fied- personnel to perform data recovery on. archaeological : resour~es so that- improp_er 
methodology results in the loss of important archaeological material. 

Allowing important landscape ·feafW'es to be lost of damag·ed due t6 a lack of rtiain;~~ance .. · 
. .. . . . 

PermiWng. t.M property to remain unprot~cted so t.haf- the building and landscap~ feat.ures o~ -archaeo gical 
resources are damaged or destroyed. 

Removing ot desfroYiiig features from the oliildings at site such as wood siding, iron fencing, masonry 
balustrades, or plant material. . 

Failing· fo provide adequate pfofectiori of materials on cyclical basis so that detetiotation of b@diiig· an sife 
feature results. 

Failing fo Undertake adequate measi.ires f6 assi.ire rne protection of o@ding and site t~aWtes. 

4.-5 SETTING 
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Identify, Retain and Preserve 

Recommended 

CUL TMA TRIX CC XIV· 

Identifying retaining, and preserving building and landscape features that are important in de ining the 
historic character of the setting. Such features can include roads and streets, furnishings such as lights 
or benches, vegetation, gardens and yards, adjacent open space such as fields, parks, d_onlimons or 
woodlands, and important views or visual relationships. . 
Retaining the historic relationship between buildings and landscape features of the setting. For example, 
preserving the relationship between a town common and its adjacent historic houses, unicipal 
buildings, historic roads, and landscape features. · 

Not Recommended 

Altering those features of the setting that are important in defining the historic character. 

Altering the relationship between the buildings and landscape features within the setting by widehin existing 
streets, changing landscape materials, or constructing inappropriately located new streets or parking. 

1 

Removing or relocating historic buildings or landscape features, thus destroying their historic relations ip within 
the setting. 

Stabilize 

Recommended 

Stabilizing deteriorated or damaged building and landscape features of the setting as a pr (jminary 
measure, wheri necessary, prior to undertaking appropriate preservation work. ' · 

Not Recommended 

Failing to stabilize a deteriorated or damaged building or landscape feature of the setting until addition I work is 
undertaken, thus allowing further damage to the setting to occur. 

·Protect and Maintain 

Recommended. · 

Protecting and maintaining historic building· materials and plant features through appropriat~ qieaning, 
rust removal, limited paint removal, and reapplication of protective coating systems; and pruning and 
vegetation management. .:· ' · I 
Protecting building and landscape features against a~son and vandalism before preservation worJ begins 
by er~cting protective fencing and installing alarm systems that are keyed into local. pr~strvation 
agencies. . 

Evaluating the existing condition of the building and landscape 'fE:!atures .to a·e~~r.mine _Ylhether rnor~ than_ .·. 
protection and rnain(enance are required, that is, if repairs to features will be nec~ssary. . . . . 

. . . . : . . 

Not Recommended 

Failing to prov,ide adequate protection of materials on a cyclical ba;is that. results in th·e dete~i'orat1~n ~f uilding 
and landscape features. · · · · · 

Permitting the building and setting to remain unprotected so that interior or exterior f~atures are damag~d--
. ! . . 

Stripping or removing features from buildings or the setting such as wood siding, iron fencing, ter cotta 
balusters, or plant material. · 

Failing to undertake adequate measures to assure the protection of building and landscape features. 

ESKOM PARK WITBANK HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT ADDENDUMB . 
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ADDENDUM C 

RECOMMENDED REHABILITATION ACTIONS/INTERVENTIONS 

.1. DEFINITION 

Rehabilitation is defined as the act or process of making possible a compatible use for a property t~ro Igh repair, 
alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or features that convey its historical:, ultural, or 
architectural values. · 

Within the context of international tendencies, rehabilitation is the recommended option for re-using th heritage 
resources at Eskom Park as part of future developments. 

2. STANDARDS 
I 

1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal cha ge to its 
distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships. 

2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive m terials or 
alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property will be avoided. 

3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that ere ,e a false 
sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or elements from other historic roperties, 
will not be undertaken. 

4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and pr served. 

5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsman hip that 
characterize a property will be preserved. 1 l 
6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deteriora~io~ re.quires 
replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in de~ign, colour, texture,. a 1d, where 
possible, materials. Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by documentary ahd physical 
evidence . 

. ·I Chemical or physical treatments, '-'if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means pos~ible. 
Treatments that cause damage to hi.sforic materials will not be used. 

8. Archaeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must b~ isturbed, 
mitigation measures will be undertaken. · j 
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic materials, feat res, and 
spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old a~d will be 
compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect th~ inlegrity of 
the property and its environment. 

10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken·in such· a manner that, lf emoved 
in the future, the essential form and integrity· of the historic property and its environment would be ·unimpaired. 

3. APPROACH 

When repair and replacement of deteriorated features are necessary;' Yvhen alt~rations or 
additions to the property are planned for ~ new or continued use; ahd when its depiction at a . 
parlicular period of time is not appropriat~, Rehabilitation may be considenJd as a treatment. Prioi . · • 
to underlaking work, a documentation plan for Rehabl1itation should be developed. 1 -

ESl<Ofl.1 PARK WITBANK}fE:RITAQk IMP-ACT ASSESSMENT ADDENDUM C 1 · 
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Choosing Rehabilitation as a Treatment 

In Rehabilitation, historic building materials and character-defining features are protected and maintained s they 
are in the treatment Preservation; however, an assumption is made prior to work that existing historic fab1ric has 
become damaged or deteriorated over time and, as a result, more repair and replacement will be require . This 
means that Rehabilitation interventions are preceded by interventions aimed at Preservation (Addend m 8). 
Thus, latitude is given in the Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitation to replace exte sively 
deteriorated, damaged, or missing features using either traditional or substitute materials. Of the four treat ents, 
only Rehabilitation includes an opportunity to make possible an efficient contemporary use through alte ations 
and additions. 

3.1 Identify, Retain, and Preserve Historic Materials and Features 

Like Preservation, guidance for the treatment Rehabilitation begins with recommendations to identify th form 
and detailing of those architectural materials and features that are important in defining the building's istoric 
character and which must be retained in order to preserve that character. Therefore, guidance on ident fying, 
retaining, and preserving character-defining features is always given first. The character of a historic b ilding 
may be defined by the form and detailing of exterior materials, such as masonry, wood, and metal; e terior 
features, such as roofs, porches, and windows; interior materials, such as plaster and paint; and interior fe tures, 
such as mouldings and stairways, room configuration and spatial relationships, as well as structur I and 
mechanical systems. 

3.2 Protect and Maintain Historic Materials and Features 

After identifying those materials and features that are important and must be retained in the proc ss of 
Rehabilitation work, then protecting and maintaining them are addressed. Protection generally involv s the 
least degree of intervention and is preparatory to other work. For example, protection includes the maintena ce of 
historic material through treatments such as rust removal, caulking, limited paint removal, and re-applica~ion of 
protective coatings; the cyclical cleaning of roof gutter systems; or installation of fencing, alarm_ systems and! other 
temporary protective measures. Although a historic building will usually require more extensive work, an }verall 
evaluation of its physical condition should always begin at this level. · 

. . 

3.3 Repair Historic Materials and Features 

Next, when the ~hys;cal condition of character-defin;n·g materials and features warrants additiona; work rep iring 
is recommendecf" .. .'Rehabilitation guidance for the '.repair of historic materials such as masonry, woodf and 
architectural mefals again begins with the least degree of intervention possible such as patching, pieci g-in, 
splicing, consolidating, or otherwise reinforcing or upgrading them according to recognized preservation mE!t ods. 
Repairing also if1cludes the limited replacement in kind--or with compatible substitute material--of exten ively 
deteriorated or missing parts of features when there are surviving prototypes (for example, brackets,. d~ntils, 
steps, plaster, or:tiortions of slate or tile roofing). Although using the saine kind of maferial is always the pref~rred 
option, substitute .fn.aterial is acceptable if the form and design as well as the substitute material itself conve'i':f the 
visual appearance of the remaining parts of the feature and. finish. \ 

3.4 Replace Deteriorated Historic Materials and Features 

Following_ repair in the _h_ierarchy,_ Retiabilitation g~idan_ce __ is provide_d for repi~cing 9n ·:entiriI_ch-~racter~-~~,ning . · · 
feature with new material b_ecause the level of deterioration or damage of materials precludes repair (for exarpple, 
an exterior cornice; an interi'or staircase; or a complete porch or storefront). If the. essential form an.d detailin·~ are. 
still evident so that the physical evidence can be used to re-establish the feature as an integral part qt-the 
rehabilitation, then its replacement is appropriate. Like the guidance for repair, the preferred ,option is always . 
replacement of the entire feature in kind, that is, with the same material. Becaus~ this approach may not alWays 
be technically or ecci"nomically f~asible; ·provisions are made to c_onsider _the use of a: compatible substitute 
material. It should be noted that, whil_e the National Par.k, Service g"t:iidelines reconiinend: the replacement of an· 
en.tire character-definii:ig feature that is extensively deteriorated, they never recommend removal a·nd replace ent' 
With new material of a feature that-although damaged or deteriorated-could reasonably be repaired and hus 
preseNed. 

3.5 Design for the Replacement of Missing Historic Features 

When an entire interior or exterior feature is missing (for example, an entrance, or cast iron facade; or a prin ipal 
. staircase), it no longer plays a role in physically defining the historic character ofthe building .unless it ca~ be 
· accurately recovered in form and detailing through the process of carefully documenting. th!3_ histo ·cal 

appearance. Although accepting the loss is one possibility, where an important architectural. f~ature is missin , its 
replacement is always recommended in the Rehabilitation guidelines as the first or preferred: course of adion. 
Thus, if adequate historical, pictorial, and physical documentation exists so that the feature may be accurcltely 
reproduced, and if it is desirable to re-establish the feature as part of the building's historical appearance, t en 
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designing and constructing a new feature based on such information is appropriate. However, a second 
acceptable option for the replacement feature is a new design that is compatible with the remaining character
defining features of the historic building. The new design should always take into account the size, cale, and 
material of the historic building itself and, most importantly, should be clearly differentiated so tnat a false 
historical appearance is not created. 

3.6 Alterations/Additions for the New Use 

Some exterior and interior alterations tci a historic building are generally needed to assure its continued use, but it 
is most important that such alterations do not radically change, obscure, or destroy character-defining spaces, 
materials, features, or finishes. Alterations may include providing additional parking space on an existi~tg historic 
building site; cutting new entrances or windows on secondary elevations; inserting an additional floor; in tailing an 
entirely new mechanical system; or creating an atrium or light well. Alteration may also include the selective 
removal of buildings or other features of the environment or building site that are intrusive and therefore detract 
from the overall historic character. The construction of an exterior addition to a historic building may s em to be 
essential for the new use, but it is emphasized in the Rehabilitation guidelines that such new additions hould be 
avoided, if possible, and considered only after it is determined that those needs cannot be met altering 
secondary, i.e., non character-defining interior spaces. If, after a thorough evaluation of interior sol tions, an 
exterior addition is still judged to be the only viable alterative, it should be designed and constructed to e clearly 
differentiated from the historic building and so that the character-defining features are not radically changed, 
obscured, damaged, or destroyed. Additions and alterations to historic buildings are reierenced withi specific 
sections of the Rehabilitation guidelines such as Site, Roofs, Structural Systems, etc., but are addresse in detail 
in New Additions to Historic Buildings. 

3.7 Energy Efficiency/Accessibility Considerations/Health and Safety Code Considerations 

These sections of the guidance address work done to meet accessibility requirements and health and sa ety code 
requirements; or retrofitting measures to improve energy efficiency. Although this work is quite often an i portant 
aspect of Rehabilitation projects, it is usually not a part of the overall process of protecting or repairing c aracter
defining features; rather, such work is a.ssessed for its potential negative impact on the buildirig' historic 
character. For this reason, particular care must be taken not to radically change, obscure, damage, o destroy 
character-defining materials or features in the process of meeting code and energy requirements. 

4. REHABILITATION GUIDELINES 

These guidelines deal With the following components of heritage resources: 

• Masonry 
11 Wood 

• Architectural metals . 

• Roofs 
• Windows 
• Entrances and porches 
• Interior structural systems 

• Interior spaces, features, finishes 
• Interior mechanical systems 
• Site 
• Setting 

4.1 Exterior materials 

4.1.1 Masonry 

Repair 

Recommended 

Repairing, stabilizing, and conserving fragile masqnry by using well-tested consolidants, when 
appropriate. Repairs should be physically and visually compatible and identifiable upon close ins~ection 
for future research. · I 
Repairing masonry walls and other masonry features by repainting· the mortar joints whe~e, the~i-is 
evidence of d_eterioration such as disintegrating mortar, cracks in mortarjoints, loo·se bricks, damp wails, 
or damaged plasterwork. · · 

Removing deteriorated mortar by carefully hand-raking the joints to avoid damaging the masonry'. 

ESKOM PARK WITBANK HERITAGF IMPll.rT ll.c~c:ccrn::u-r- ",.,,,....,... , ..... , •• • -
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Duplicating old mortar joints in width and in joint profile. 

Duplicating old mortar in strength, composition, colour, and texture. l 
Repairing stucco by removing the damaged material and patching with new stucco that duplicat s the old 
in strength, composition, colour, and texture. 

Using mud plaster as a surface coating over unfired unstabilized adobe because the mud pl ster will 
bond to the adobe. 

Cutting damaged concrete back to remove the source of deterioration (often corrosior;i n metal 
reinforcement bars). The new patch must be applied carefully so it will bond satisfactorily ith, and 
match, the historic concrete. 

Repairing masonry features by patching, piecing-in, or otherwise reinforcing the mason y using 
recognized preservation methods. The new work should be unobtrusively dated to guide future esearch 
and treatment. 

Applying new or non-historic surface treatments such as water-repellent coatings to masonry o ly after 
repainting and only if masonry repairs have failed to arrest water penetration problems. 

Not Recommended 

Removing masonry that could be stabilized, repaired and conserved; or using untested consolid nts and 
untrained personnel, thus causing further damage to fragile materials. 

Removing nondeteriorated mortar from sound joints, then repainting the entire building to achieve a uniform 
appearance. 

Using electric saws and hammers rather than hand tools to remove deteriorated mortar from joints prior to 
repainting . 

Repainting with mortar of high Portla_nd·cement content (unless it is the content of the historic mortar). his can 
often create a bond that is stronger tha·n.the historic material and can cause damage as a result of the iffering 
coefficient of expansion and the differing porosity of the material and the mort9r. · 
Repainting with a synthetic caulking co~pound. . · 

Using a "scrub;;_ coating technique to repoint instead of traditional repainting methods. Changing the width or joint 
profile when repainting. . . . . . 

Removfng sound- stucco; or repairing with· new ttucco that is stronger than the historic material or does not 
convey the same visual appearance. · 

Applying cement stucco to unfired, unstabilized adobe. Because the cement stucco will not bond pr perly, 
moisture can become entrapped between materials, resulting in accelerated deterioration of the adobe. 

Patching concrete without removing the source of deterioration. 

Removing masonry that could be repaired, using improper repair techniques, or failing to document the new work. 

Applying waterproof, water repei'lent, or non-historic coatings such as stuc~o· to masonry. as a substit te for . · 
repainting and masonry repairs. Coatings are frequently unnecessary, expensiye, ·and may chang the ... 
appearance of historic'masonry as well as accelerate its deterioration. · · · · 

limited Replacement in Kind 

Recommended 

Replacing in kind extensively deteriorated or missing parts of masonry features when there are su iving 
prototypes such as terra-cotta brackets or stone balusters. The new work should match the olfd in 
material, design, colour, and texture; and be unobtrusively dated to guide future research and treatmint. 

Not Recommended . · . . . · · · · · j 
R~placihg an e~tire mason~ feature s:uch as a column or ~fairway when limited replac~ment of deteriorate ·. and 

~issing parts is appropriate. - \ 
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Using replacement material that does not match the historic masonry feature; or failing to properly doLment the 
new work. 

4.1.2 Wood 

Repair 

Recommended 

Repairing, stabilizing, and conserving fragile wood using well-tested consolidants, when ap lropriate. 
Repairs should be physically and visually compatible and identifiable upon close inspection tr future 
research. ' 

Repairing wood features by patching, piecing-in, or otherwise reinforcing the wood using, re ognized 
preservation methods. The new work should be unobtrusively dated to guide future rese rch and 
treatment. 

Not Recommended 

Removing wood that could be stabilized Bnd conserved; or using untested consolidants and untrained p :::rsonnel, 
thus causing further damage to fragile historic materials. 

Removing wood that could be repaired, using improper repair techniques, or failing to document the new vork. 

Limited Replacement in Kind 

Recommended 

Replacing in kind extensively deteriorated or missing parts of wood features when there are s1~rviving 
prototypes such as brackets, melding, or sections of siding. New work should match the old in ,,l,ateria!, . 
design, colour, and texture; and be unobtrusively dated to guide future research and treatment. 

Nol Recomme_nded 

Replacing an '.~ntire wood feature such as a column or stairway when limited replacement of deteri0ra ed and 
missing parts 'is·: appropriate. · · · 

.· . ~ . . . . . 
Using replacement material that does not match the historic wood feature; or failing to properly document the new 
work. · 

4'.1.3 Architectur~/ metals . . 

Recommended 

Repairing, stabilizing, and conserving fragile architectural metals 1,.1'.sll'.lg welf~t~sted. consolida~ts; When· 
appropriate. Repairs should be physically and visually compatihle ~nci idendfiable u·pon close in:spection· 
for future research. I 
Repairing architectura( metal features by patching, piecing-in, or. otherwise reinforcing the niet~I us.ing: 
recognized preservation methods: _The new work should be unobtrusively dated to guide future research 
and treatment. · l 
Not Recommended · ' 

Removing architectural metals that could be stabilized and conserved; or using untested consolidant and 
untrained personnel, thus causing further damage to fragile historic materials. 

Removing architectural metals that could be repaired, using improper repair techniques, or failing to docume 1t the 
new work. ' 

Limited Replacement in Kind 

Recommended 

ESKOM PARKWITBANK HERITAGE IMPACT AS8F~~l\,u:::r-..1T Anr..--.. , ..... , ·•• -
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Replacing in kind extensively deteriorated or missing parts of architectural metal features when there are 
surviving prototypes such as porch balusters, column capitals or bases, or porch cresting. The ew work 
should match the old in material, design, and texture; and be unobtrusively dated to guide future research 
and treatment. 

Not Recommended 

Replacing an entire architectural metal feature such as a column or balustrade when limited repla, ement of 
deteriorated and missing parts is appropriate. 

Using replacement material that does not match the historic metal feature: or failing to properly docume t the new 
work. 

4.2 Exterior features 

4.2.1 Roofs 

Recommended 

Repairing a roof by reinforcing the historic materials that comprise roof features using re ognized 
preservation methods. The new work should be unobtrusively dated to guide future rese rch and 
treatment. 

Not Recommended 

Removing materials that could be repaired, using improper repair techniques, or failing to document the new 
work. 

Failing to reuse intact slate or .tile when only the roofing substrate needs replacement. 

Limited Replacement in Kind 

Recommended 

Replacing in kind extensively deteri~rated or missing parts of roof features or roof coverings wh n there 
are surviving prototypes such as cupola louvers, dentils, dormer roofing; or slates, tiles, · r wopd 
shingles on a main ro·of. The new work should match the old in material, design, colour, and text re; and . 
be unobtrusively dated tci guide future_ re.search and treatment · · · · · 

Not Recommended 

Replacing an entire roof feature such as a cupola or dormer when limited replacement of deteriorated an missing· 
parts is appropriate. 

Using material for the replacement material that. does not match the histofic roof feature; or fa.Hing to properly 
document the new work. . : ' . . · ... ' . · · . ·. · · . · · · 

4.2.2 Windows 

Recommended 

Repairing window frames and sash by patching, piecing-in, consolidating or otherwise reinforci~g them 
using recognized preservation methods; The new work should be unobtrusively dated to guide future 
research and ·treatment. 

Not Recommended 

Failing to protect the historic glazing when repairing windows. 

Removing material that could be repaired, using improper repair techniques; or falling to document the ne· work. 

Failing to reuse serviceable window hardware such as brass sash lifts and sash locks.· 

ESKOM PARK WITBANK HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT ADDENDUM C 
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Limited Replacement in Kind 

Recommended 

Replacing in kind extensively deteriorated or missing parts of windows when there are s Jrv1v1ng 
prototypes such as frames, sash, sills, glazing, and hoodmolds. The new work should match th!:? old in 
material, design, colour, and texture; and be unobtrusively dated to guide future research and trea ment. 

Not Recommended 

Replacing an entire window when limited replacement of deteriorated and missing parts is appropriate. 

Using replacement material that does not match the historic window; or failing to properly document he new 
work. 

4.2.3 Entrances and porches 

Recommended 

Repairing entrances and porches by reinforcing the historic materials using recognized prese Nation 
methods. The new work should be unobtrusively dated to guide future research and treatment. 

Not Recommended 

Removing material that could be repaired, using improper repair techniques, or failing to document the new work. 

Limited Replacement in Kind 

Recommended_ 

Replacing in kind extensively deteriorated o_r missing parts of repeated entrance and porch features when 
there are surviving prototypes such as balustrades, cornices, entablatures, columns, sidelighti, and 
stairs. The new work should match the·9Jd in•material, design, colour, and texture; and be unobtrusively 
dated to guide future research and treatment. 

. .. . . · .. 

. Not Recommended- . 

Replacin9 an entire entrance. or porch fe~ture: when limited replacement of deteriorated and missin9 p,irts is 
appropriate. · ·' l 
Using replacement material that does not match the historic entrance or porch feature; or failing to pr perly 
document the new work. 

4.3 INTERIOR FEATURES 

4.3.1 Structural system~ 

. Recommended . 

Repairing the structural system by augmenting. or upgrading ihdividuai '_p~i-ts or f~atures u~ing 
. recognized preservation methods. For example, weakened structural niembers such as floor framing can 
be paired with a new member, braced, or otherwise supplemented and reinforced.· 

Not Recommended 

Upgrading the building structurally in a manner that diminishes the historic character of the exterior, sue h as 
installing strapping channels or removing a decorative cornice; or damages interior features or spaces. 

Replacing a structural member or other feature of the structural system when it could be 'a~gmented and ·retair ed . 

limited Replacenienti·n Kind 
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Recommended ; l 
Replacing in kind those visible portions or features of the structural system that are either ext nsively 
deteriorated or missing when there are surviving prototypes such as cast iron columns and se<ltions of 
load bearing waifs. The new work should match the old in materials, design, colour, and texture! and be 
unobtrusively dated to guide future research and treatment · I 
Considering the use of substitute material for unexposed structural replacements, such as roof r!fters or 
trusses. Substitute material should, at a minimum, have equal load bearing capabilities, and be 
unobtrusively dated to guide future research and treatment. ' 

Not Recommended 

Replacing an entire visible feature of the structural system when limited replacement of deteriorated and missing 
po,iions is appropriate. 

Using material for a portion of an exposed structural feature that does not match the historic feature; or 1 :iiling to 
properly document the new work. 

Using substitute material that does not equal the load bearing capabilities of the historic material or desi ~n or is 
otherwise physically or chemically incompatible. 

4.3.2 Spaces, features, finishes 

Recommended 

Repairing historic interior features and finishes by reinforcing the materials 1Jsing ·reco Jnized. 
preservation methods. The new work should match the old in material, design, colour, and texture; and be 
unobtrusively dated to guide future research and treatment. · · · · · 

Not Recommended 

Removing mated~-,~:that could b.e repaired, ~·sh1g iiproper techniques, or failing to document the new work. 

Limited Repladehle~t in Kind · 
.... · 

Recommended:;:·... .. 

. _Repl~~ing in ~l~d· ~xtensively de~eti9rat~q or mi~si~g parts o: rep~at~d inte;ior .fe~t(Ji'~~ -~~~n. t~~ I~ ~re. 
surviving prototypes such as sta1rs,· 15alustrades,· wood panelling, <;:olumns; or decorative. wall .coverings · · 
or ornamental t,i, or plaster ceilings. New work should match the old in material, design, colour and 
texture; and be unobtrusively dated to guide future research and treatment. 

Not Recommended 

Replacing an entire interior feature when limited replacement of deteriorated and mis~ing parts is appr~priate 

Using replacement material that does not match the interior feature; or.faiiing to properly docu~ent the nev.- ~ erk .. 

4.3.3 Mechanical systems 

Repair 

Recommended 

Repairing mechanical systems by augmenting or upgrading system parts, such as installing new p pes 
and ducts; rewiring; or adding new compressors or boilers. · 

Not Recommended 

Replacing a mechanical system or its functional parts when it could be upgra_ded and retained, 

limited Replacement in Kind 

Recommended 
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Replacing in kind those visible features of mechanical systems that are either extensively deteri!rated or 
are prototypes such as ceiling fans, switchplates, radiators, grilles, or plumbing fixtures. 

Installing a new mechanical system if required, so that it causes the least alteration pos$ibl to the 
building. 

Providing adequate structural support for new mechanical equipment. 

Installing the vertical runs of ducts, pipes, and cables in closets, service rooms, and wall cavities. 

Installing air conditioning in such a manner that historic features are not damaged or obscured and 
excessive moisture is not generated that will accelerate deterioration of historic materials. 

1 

Not Recommended 

Installing a visible replacement feature that does not convey the same visual appearance. 

Installing a new mechanical system so that character-defining structural or interior features are radically hanged, 
damaged, or destroyed. 

Failing to consider the weight and design of new mechanical equipment so that, as a result, historic s ructural 
members or finished surfaces are weakened or cracked. 
Installing vertical runs of ducts, pipes, and cables in places where they will obscure character-defining fea res. 

Concealing mechanical equipment in walls or ceilings in a manner that requires excessive removal of historic 
building material. 

Cutting through features such as masonry Vvalls in _order to install air conditioning units ... 

4.4 SITE 

Repair 

Recomniended 

Repairing feattir~s ofthe.buiiciing arid site by. reinforcing hi~toric materials using r~cognizedprese ation 
methods. The_ new work: should be unobtrusively dated to guide future research arid treatment. . · 
. ..: .. -· . . ·: 

· Not Recomm~/1ded ·· 
. :' . •;: : . :; ·~ ... 

Removing mate'rials that ·could be. repaired, "i.1sirig improper repair techniques, or failing to docu·ment t e new 
work. · · .· · · · 

Limited Replacement in Kind 

Recommended 

Replacing in kincf extensively ·cieteriorafod o~· missing parts, ·of t~e ·-building _ _or. _site Wli~rEi° t'.~e ti .~r~: 
surviving prototypes such as part of a. fountain, or pPrtions of a w~lkw~y. Ne~ work should mate~ th.~ 61d · 
in materials, design, colour, and texture; and be unobtrusiveiy dated to gu.ide futu't'e' research and . 

~~ l 
Not Recommended . , · ' 

Replacing an entire feature of the building or site when limited replacement of deterlorated and missing p rts is 
apprcipriate. 

Using replacement material that does not match the building site feature; or failing to properly document th new 
work. 

4.5 SETTING 

Repair 

Recommended 
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Repairing features of the building and landscape using recognized preservation methods. ih ~- new work 
should be unobtrusively dated to guide future research and treatment. 

Not Recommended 

Removing material that could be repaired, using improper repair techniques, or failing to document the new work. 

Limited Replacement in Kind 

Recommended 

Replacing in kind extensively deteriorated or missing parts of building and landscape features where 
there are surviving prototypes such as porch balustrades or paving materials. 

Not Recommended 

Replacing an entire feature of the building or landscape when limiied· replacement of deteriorated a d missing 
parts is appropriate. 

Using replacement material that does not match the building or landscape feature; or failing to properly document 
the new work. 

4.6 Health and safety considerations 

Recommended 

Identifying the historic building's character-defining spaces, features, and finishes so that code required 
work will not result in their.damage or loss. · 

Complying with health and safety codes, including seismic code require·menfs, in sucry a ma l~iie_r Jh_at 
character-defining spaces, features, and finishes are preserved. · · 

' . . . 

Removing toxic building materials only ~fterthorough testing has been .conducted and only after less 
_invasive abat~inent meth9ds have· b'eeistfown·to be inadequa(e. . . t .-
Pr.oviding wo~kers with ajj;~priate ;:~~:i~,.~~,otective equipment for hazards found in the· worksite. 

Working withO:local codeoffictals to:~~v~~~lg~t~ systems, methods, (?rdevices of equivalent or uperior 
effectiveness and safetyto those preicribed b~(code so that unnecessary. alteratidns can be avoided. · · 

Upgr~ding hi~tor-ic stairw~ys and el~v:to~~ :to n\eet _health and safety c9des·'in a'mann_~r that· assules their - .. 
preservation, i:e., so that they are ncit damaged or obscured. · · · · · 

Installing sensitively designed fire suppression systems, such as sprinkler systems that r• suit· in 
retention of historic features and finishes. 

Applying fire-retardant coatings, such as intumescent. paints, _\Vhich'::expa~d during fir~ to add hermal 
protection to steel. · . · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · I 

. Adding a ne~ stair:,vay or -~l~Vator to in~et h_e~lth and safety co.des in: a. ina~r.i¢r;that preserves ~~j~~nt: 
character-defining features ~nd spaces. . . . . . .... · . -: .·. · . . . · 

Placing a code-required stairway or elevator that cannot be accorhmodated within·: the historic buil ~ihg lri 
a new exterior addition. Such an addition should be on _an inconspicutius eievation~ · . . . . . . .. '· 

Not Recommended' . 

Undertaking code-required alterations to a building or site before identifying those spaces, features, or f nishes 
which are character-defining and must therefore be preserved. 

Altering, damaging, or destroying character-defining spaces, features, and finishes while making mcidificat ons to 
a building or site to comply with safety codes. · · 

Destroying historic interior features and finishes without careful testing and_ without considerfr19 -less in tasive 
abatement methods. · · · · 

Removing unhealthful building materials without regard to personal and environmental safety. 

.:' 
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CUL TMATRIX CC 

Making changes to historic buildings without first exploring equivalent health and safety systems, methods, or 
devices that may be less damaging to historic spaces, features, and finishes. 

Damaging or obscuring historic stairways and elevators or altering adjacent spaces in the process, of doing work to meet code requirements. 

Covering character-defining wood features with fire-resistant sheathing which results in altering 1heir visual 
appearance. Using fire-retardant coatings if they damage or obscure character-defining features. 

Radically changing, damaging, or destroying character-defining spaces, features, or finishes when ·ad~ing a new 
code-required stairway or elevator. 

Constructing a new addition to accommodate code-required stairs and elevators on character-defin'in~ elevations 
highly visible from the street; or where it obscures, damages, or destroys character-defining)eatures

1
• 

< I 
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Witbank Power Station 

The Witbank Power Station was a base load station at a high load factor, princip ly with 
"duff' coal and coupled with its situation in the heart of the coalfields, enabled tfue 
Commission to provide power very cheaply to its consumers. 

1. Turbulent beginnings 

The first formal meeting of the Electricity Commission was held on 29 March 19.23. 
According to the minutes of the meeting the transfer of the Colenso power statio in Natal 
from the South African Railways, as well as the establishment of power stations t Durban, 
Cape Town and Witbank was discussed. 

The establishment of the power station at Witbank proved to be difficult and alm st le~d to 
an open confrontation between Escom and the The Victoria Falls and Transvaal 

1
ower Co., 

Ltd. (Victoria Falls Power Company (VFP)). The minutes of the second formal meeting held 
on 18 May 1923 mentions a "confrontation" between the Commission and the 1P. 
The VFP was founded in 1906 and registered in the then Southern Rhodesia. thb idea was 

that the company would become a centralized provider of electricity. The VFP vrante1 to 
provide existing as well as future industries with power that would be generated alt the 
Victoria Waterfall and the Zambezi River. Mine owners insisted that a coal-fired loower 
station also be built on the Reef for use in the event of power failures. The idea ofharnessing 
the hydro~poteriti~Lo.fthe Zambezi River was soon a,bandoned for technical ·and fi anciai · 
reasorifaiid theref9-r th~ VFP d_ecidecl to erect steam driven power stations close t the user 
area, with . .fuel ofoajned from th~ Transvaal coalfields. . · ·. 

In acc~rdance with -~he power Act of 1910 the VFP wanted 'to establish ·a po'we;' s't tion in the 
Wit bank area. This area was ideally suited for such an undertaking: the principal toalfields 
in the Transvaal were in the Witbaiik: area, there is an abundance of watei-,-which i~ an 
important factor to consider in the establishment of thermal power stations. Such ~ power · 
station would be in close proximity of the Witwatersrand gold fields, which would! be the 
main power users. Furthermore it was hoped that the establishlrte-dt ofapower s'tatibn iritliat 
area would encourage development in that part of the country. · ,: : · ' · .. ·.:-. ·. : .. · ··t····· ... ·. ·_·· 

In May 1923 the VFP applied to the Electricity Control Bo:ard fo;:·k.n"Jxiei{;ion 6£ i's licertie 
to the Witwatersrand. The Commission had already started an 'exaiiiinatibri .. of the' Po\lvei.: . . . .'. 
po!e?tialities in the Witbarik ~ea and tli~refof-Opposed ~c~ -~,e'1ension.·: -:the Pri_hie . : /' .. 
Mirust.~lj gen. J_an Smu_ts realized th~ senou~ness_ofthe st~a~~~~:afld:~~~d·9~ ~drz~ a ~qrld 
renowr;:tonsultmg engmeer, to mediate between the two parties. A compro:r,nise··wb reached, 
dated 5 July 1924. According to the agreement the VFP would construct and op,er~te the 
power station at cost price for and on behalf of and in collaboration with the Commission .. 
After a period of twelve months ·it would be decided if the commission would take bver the 
operation and working of the station o'f allow the VFP to continue to. operate it on tl~e · 
Commission's behalf. The Commission would finance and own the station. All lantl 

. servitudes and othe:r rights acquired were registerea'in the, ~briirni~siciri's name. . .l' . 
In the Annual Report of 1925 reaseriiwete•given for permitting the VFP to cbnsttu the· · 
power station on behalf of the Coffl1tiis'sion. These included the fact that the Compdny was in . : I . 
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a better situation tha~the Commission to start work immediately, since the Electri ity Control 
Board had approved many of the plans and specifications. 1 Given the urgent n~?,;or , 
additional power on the Rand, this was the only workable option. Whertas the vi .1. already 
received its license on 21 July 1924, the Cominission was granted its license to OP,erate in the 
Wit bank area only on 6 April 1925. 

In the ~~~ual Rep~rt of 1924 it is ment~oned Jhat a grati~ying feature of the settle ~nt . 
reached ,rs that the interests of both parties ha'lte been satisfied. In the comm em or t1ve issue 
of 1948 the agreement between these two parties is described as cordial which se es as an 
example of the good co-operation that the Commission had with other undertakin s. The 
agreement ensured that consumers would enjoy the benefits of a large and up-to-d te power 
station with a guarantee of one-half share in any saving to the VFP resulting from he erection 
and operation of the Witbank Power Station. Mines, entering into new contract\w th the 
VFP, were guaranteed a 15% discount on standard prices from January 1923, risin to 17.5% 
on the date the Witbank Power Station came into full operation. 

2. Site 

The power station was situated on a site apprmdrnately 10 000 ha, which covered he farms 
"Witbank" No. 141 and "Joubertsius" No. 554. According to the agreement this site, as well 
as all apparatus for generating and delivering, transforrriing, switching arid meterirlg. · · · 
electricity; the buil?_ ings, wor~s cltld. machinery an~ t~e trarismissiori ~n~· distribut:t·, rt lib.es, • · • · · 
cables and sub-stat10·ns were owned by the Comm1ss10n. The Comm1ss1on could se, by • . 
arrangement, the tr,ansmissiof~iifdi~tribution systems of the VFP and the Rand ·nes . 
Power Stipply Coriipiny. Flirth_et_rr19re the Commission could alter cff enlarge any art of the 
undertaking, provided that the'°generated capacity did not exceed 120 000 kilowatt :" : 

. . ... ' .: ' 

·· ... 

·2.1 Are:i of provisi6ri .. · · 

The Coirunissfon· was licensed to·pro~ide electricity to an area within a radius of2 km from 
the generating station; the South African Railways and Harbo"rs' property within a ~adius of 
160 Ian from Witbank Railway Station and property outside tile 160" ~ radius 'thalformed · 
part of the i:liaif line· between -Witbahl(and the Mozambique border at Koiri~tipdoriJ: With the -: 
amendment of the Ii cerise the area was ·enlarged to a radius of 25· mifos iri arid arouhd ·. : · · · : 
Witbank. 

2.2 Amendment ·of Witbailk Licence-1925 
•• ; I 

· ·When the Commission made 1ts application for a licence·to the'Electdcity Contro_r· oard in:· .. 
1925; itwas"'riotknoWri what consumers would be obtained. Therefo{the layout:r· ciftthe·local .. 
distribution system could not be determined and prices for the supply of electricity ould not 

. . 

1The young Escom organiz.atiori was able to learn a lot from the VFP as to the design, e ,· on and 
operation of power stations. By 1915 the VFP had already erected four power stations at Brakpan, Simmerpan, · 

~~~~:~~r!~%~:::ge~~;~~:g ~::0:~~~:~e!~tj~~:~:Tu~~~b:~t°,:C?lliery, ·· 
centralized power undertaking, based on the exploitation of the country's coal-rescnircef was succesl,fuiiy . . . 

. brought into operation.. ;Furthermore the VFP pioneered long distance trailsniissioii at high\toltag'es rl er the . 
varying climatic conditions of the Witwatersrand · 

. . 
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be fixed. After the distribution system came into operation, the Commission was in a 
position to submit standard prices.~,½plication was accordingly made to the B9ard on~ 
21 March 1927 for the amendment to the Witban1< Licence. These amendments Wi re granted 
on 29 June 1927. Further amendments to the licence were made over the years as ore 
consumers were obtained. 

2.3 Contracts 

See appendix A for a complete list of contracts awarded. (Annual reports 1925, 19 6) 

(\ 

Almost all steelwork for the coal staithes was imported, as well as ~engine room c ane, a 
considerable quantity of boiler house material, including sections for three boilers, headers 
for superheaters, mud drums, superheater tubes, economiser casings and dam pum s and 
piping for the pipe line from the dam to the·station . 

2.4 Site works 

2.4.1 Electricity generation 

At first the station consisted of three sets, each with a capacity of 23 500 kV on ma imum 
continuous rating. The aggregate capacity of the main generating plant would be 70. 500 kV. 
Electricity was generated by three main turbo-generator sets of 20 000 kW each at 'A · · · · 
freq_u_ency 50 periods per secon~ an. d a pressure of 6 60? V: T_he station ·aiso con~ru. :·11ed: and . 
auxiliary set of 1 000 kW capacity.: · The pressure was mcreased to 132. 000 V for : · 
transmission to the Witwatersrand/ \\flule 22 000 V was used in the Witbanl( area. he station 
was equipped with twelve boilers~ ~a.cli with a normal capacity of 30 600 kg of steak per · .. 
hour'.· the boiler house.and the genef~tfog sets were housed in a steel franje·huilding, · ·. · . · 

. ·. ;:;¼_•!;/;d oi~ i;b8c~:O~ o~:~if ;~•i~~~2~~ie ~t::?!!:i:::u !~~yon. 
the Witwatersrand as well as consumers in the Witbank: area iricre~ed to such an extent that a 

· fourth 20 000kW generating set and three additional boilers were constructed, bringing the 
installed capacity.of the generating plant up to 80 000 kW. The Undertaking was plhced·in, · · · · . 
commercial operation on 1 July, 1.927. On completion in 1927 the Witbanld?ower Sfutfon ~as' \·· . 
the large.st of the Commission's stations. · ·. · · ;-,,· · .. · ·1 · · · · · 

. Due to the increas.,;'i,ower requirements Of the VFP on the Witwatersrandi and in orler to . . . 
maintain the full ?u~putof 80 000 k~ during ~eri~ds when ~.tie :of the :£our 2~ .. 0.90 ~'Y. .~~: ·. 
was out.of.comn11ss1on:for:overhaul.or'.otherwise, 1t was decided to ext¢n~·the powet"statiori 

· by installing a fifth20 ooo kW set and one additional boiler. This.brought the.installlation up 
to I 00 000 kW and sixteen boilers. . l 
Feedhe ting was introduced at Witbank Power Station in 1926, where each of the 20 MW 

feedheatmg from ~he feedpump ,exl1.~usts. · ·.· .· · · · · ,·. · ·. · 
r . ·.· . . ... · · .. ·. :: ,• ... , : . . . . ·. . ... 

A J.(ailway siding fr~m· Witbank,Railway Station and pernianenfsidings on the site~· 6uilbiS .. 
well as coal staitheswhich ·provide storage capacity to supply fuel'to the power statio ··over. 
periods when the coiliery;'Rihut down. 
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2.4.2 Cooling system 

An important feature of thermal power stations is the need for water to produce st . am to 
drive the prime movers, condensing the turbine-exhaust steam and cooling the be ing and 
generator coolers. 2 At Rosherville and Simmerpan the water was circulated roun an open 
dam, where it lost its heat to the atmosphere. At Witbank spray-pond cooling was used. 3 

The necessary water rights were obtained from the Water Court, all servitude regi tered in 
the Commission's name. A dam was constru5ed across the Great Olifants River n the farm 
"Doompoort". The da.i11 had a capacity of l 70•cubic metres. From the dam water as 
pumped over a distance of 7,2 km to a high-level service reservoir on the farm "Jo bertsrust". 
From the reservoir water was gravitated for a distance of 1,2 km to the gerierating tation. 
Mass excavations for two cooling ponds on the site of the station started in 1925. twas 
estimated that 5 000 kilolitre of water per day~ required for boiler feed circula ing and 

I · 4 w,.,-s 
genera stat10n purposes .. 

2.4.3 Transmission 

The VFP erected on its own account a 112 km double-circuit 132 kV transmission ine from · 
Witbank to its.generating.station at B_rakpan, where it linked up with the Compahy's·main 

. . . . 5 
distribution system along the: Reef 

\.\.ppro~ately 60% of the heat ~netgy supplied to the prime mover cannot be converted .. to electrical 
energy and:-inust be rejected as low~grade .lieatin the condenser. The steam is condensed ori. tubes I ough 
which co?lliig water flows, which riµses the temperature of the cooling water, which in turn has to b · cooled. 

(r1i;first cooling towers -~e:re c9ns~cted for Klip Power Station in 1946. 

4 E~e~ before -th~ erection ~f ~e Witb~ Power Station the Witbank Municipality had. · · citlty With 
its water supply .. The problem became 'so acute in 1925 that the Commission stepped in and provideJi the .. 
Municipality with water from its reservoir. This was at first only a temporary measure, but later it wk agreed 
that, subject to the necessary rights being obtained froin the Watei-Court, the Commission would ~ote in aru1·· 
pump from its_ dam_ on the_ Greaf~!ep~ants-Riyer a supply ?f wa!er: artlle Coim,mss~o~'.~ s~tvice 'r~s~kofrnear :. . ; . .· 
the power station site.-• The Municipality. undertook the reticulation. of the watet to its COilSJ).lilers m ill.~ · · · . 
Township. The dam had to be raised to provide the necessary additloiial 'storag~. The Mumcipaµtj's hew water .. 
scheme was fornially opened on 9 January 19~9. · j · .. 

5 ri~ fault occurred on the doubie cfr~t
1

Witbank-Brakp~ lines it~ not po~ible t.9 tell_~-·ether.the 
fault was on ~e scruth:or the noi-th.dtcb.ifAnd clockwork-driven relays were ~wlt whi.ch.'fusf SWit¢h' · · , out the. ·, 
one circuit' at both ends and then reclosed it after a delay of about orie second and if the fault was still on .did the . 
. same to the second line. Often this cycle had to be repeated if there was a permanent fault on one· line. The 
behaviour of the lines was studied by taking a cine film at each tenninal of a batteiy of ammeters, which 
indicated. the current in each of the six line conductors at each end when a fault occurred. These we~then 
developed and studied by the Control Centre and the Electrical Test Division to detennine the pattern f the . 
fault behaviour and so improve the functioning of the protection. It was found that the ~forth line fa ed more 
often than the South line and that one in five faults involved both lines. With this cyclic-switching, S}iichronism · · 
between Witbank and Simmetpan, where _the control rooin was situated, was practically never lost evl·. durltig: · ... 1 

J .:· 

double-line mults. . . , . . 
; ' 
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A 380/220 V distribution system in the Witbank Municipal area consisted mainly f overhead 
lines for the distribution of electricity to all residential and other consumers within the 
township as well as for street lighting purposes, which started in August 1927. Int e Witbank 
district the Commission had a 21. 000 V reticulation system, consisting of 13 km of 
underground cables and 20 km of overhead lines transmitting electricity to sub-sta~ions 
situated in the Witbank Township and on the respective consumers' premises. Thi network 
was plac<;in commercial operation on 1 January 1928. 

2.5 Staff quarters 

Due to the lack of accommodation for the operating staff in the Witbank Township,
1 
a large 

housing programme was started in 1925. In the residential area for Europeans houses were 
built for the Resident Engineer, the Assistant Resident Engineer as we]l as a rest ho.~se, a 
boarding house and housekeeper's quarters, three blocks of eight single quarters anf 20 
married quarters completed houses. In 1926 two additional married quarters and a lJlock of 
twelve-roomed single quarters were constructed. 

A compound was built for th~ black workers. In 1930 there were.300 blacks .living··n the _ 
compound .. According to the housing records the management preferred that they d d not live 
in the municipal area, but in the compound where they cCn:iid he under strict contr~l1fthe · -. 
compound clerk,. the police corporal and an induna, for wli.~married quarters wet~ .. 
constructed in 193.0,:.· It was-required of the police corporal to make periodical chec , day· · 
and night,. of the po1i¢eboys on duty to ensure that they were at their posts. . 

. . .. ··~ ' . 

The marri~d quarieriior black workers vf_lJ built according to standards set .by the · ,_, . 
Government.-. It consisted of a rectangular brick building which was plastered and·p 'nted. 
The building was d~·iifo proofed and provision was mad~ 'for ~tters over the doors; ·qrm 
drains a:nd .. sewerage.· The w,inqows were half-opening. 'The cfothirig line and the ahiution · • . 

· were not communal and· houses were equipped with one show~r with hot water. The\ kitchen · 
. had a sink, also with hot water ~d on~ fireplace. The municipality provi?ed dri~p.g 1wate:. 
In the case _of ~overnrnen,t h~us1ng pro~ects_a~equatefun~s-~~r~ _n_c.\Pf9VI_d~_? to C9ffiP~~ Wlfh '.· . 
these standards', · Whether thjs was the: case with the Es com housmg .scheme ls not lccnbwn. · .· 

3. Staff 

The staff of the Witbank Power station was not e~ploy~d by .di~ C~¢missioij, b~t by ·the 
VFP on behalf of the Commission .. This y~anged in 194'8 :Wh~il Esct:>m took bver'the·rypp 
undertaking: ' . . · · · '', · · · · 

: : ; . . ~. ' ; .. : 

Bernard Marchand 1895-1972 

Mr Marchand was appointed as Engineer on 1 September 1926 at Witbank undertakin · of 
which the construction had only commenced. He retired on 31 December 1965 as Main.ager 
of the East Transvaal Undertaking. One of the crowning moments of his career was \lle ; . ·.. . 
construction Or the 4.00kV-pow.er network from the Eastern Ttansvaai to Beattfort' W ~k: in th~ ' .. 
Cape. Even though it was only completed iii 1969, Mr Marchand was one ofthepnnc~pal • . 
players in the development of this delivery system. · · ·· · · 
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In his tribute to Mr Marchand, Mr JS van Velden mentions his modesty and ability to 
communicate with people from all walks of life. He was also many faceted - he Built his own 
telescope and had a lively interest in developments in space travel. 6 In the 3rd edilion of 
Megawatt in 1966 an article titled Die "Chief" kom terug appeared which amu$e Mr 
Marchand greatly. He loved woodwork and would collect used poles at the depot. A new 
staff member who did not know him remarked to one of his colleagues that it is a azing that 
a person with such a low ranked position could afford a Mercedes Benz. 

4. Consumers 

4.1 The Victoria Falls Power Company 

The Commission's most important consumer was the VFP. The bulk of the outpu was taken 
by the VFP for supply to gold mines, industries and towns along the \Vitwatersran . In terms 
of the arrangement made between the Commission and the VFP the Company, su ·ect to 
certain limitations, was required to take all the electricity that could be generated t the 
Witbank Power station, after meeting the requirements of the Commission's consumers in the · 
Witbank district. In June 1931 negotiations were undertaken for the extension oft e 
Comtnission's distribution system to outlying portions of theWitbank Municipal ea. In the 
Annual Report of 1936 it is noted that the residential consumers included people o all 
classes. · · · 

4.2 Industri~ consumers .- .... 

Apart from the local residenti]';]t~~ers, the Witbank.Power station also had industrial 
_consumers in the area. In :he A.Pn~_al Report of 1926 i~ is 11:ention_ed .t?at a large in~ustriaf 
consumer had transferred its w:ork_s to W1tbank to obtam th~ benefits of the cheap prwer 
available .. During the same yea.tfour colliery companies also·decided to take SU.PP.lies of 
electricity from the Undertaking and negotiations with othet· prospective consumerJ in the 
Witbank bistrict had already started. 1929 connected nine collieries in the WitbanldDistrict 
up to the power station. At the end of 1936 all producing collieries _in the Witbank: <listrict 

:::::~l~:~ 1~;:1:\~~ Rand Carbide, Lid.(S~pply domfuended tJLetfiber · 

~~l~~ry~~o/u~11~;Jtt~icI!ib~:~t~!~;~t~~
0

io!!t¢!k~t,i~'~!ot:v;gi~)~d.• 
Coron,atjop._-Cpllt~ties;,LJcl. (Kro~draaj :colliery) (Deceriib ~i(f9~ 7); _'-1\ve~fonteifrVrtlteg -
Collieries;J:;,tq:(Negotfations~cimplet~d-end 1927). · · .·, .:,.,,_· · .. ·- -· ··- · .,,_.: · ,.;·, 

As the deniand for power increased, the standard tariff was reduced. 7 

6Megawatt no24 1972, Stigter en bouer van 'n ondememing heen, p.9 

... : : 

7 -· . . . ·_ . : . . . ; ,.·_. -: . ·- :- . ::.- ·- . . . '_ ·. . . < . ' ·.·- . .,-_ . . ... ;,. . . : :. ,,, . 

: . With effect from_J~uary 1-929. the tiriff consisted of a charge ~f._£i5 per aririuin, payable in adv4P,ce~ a _- · · · _ 
charge of-£l5s for each kVofthe maximmn_demand supplied in each ye;if, and a_ cl)arge of0'.05d for eacii-miit · ·· 
supplied. Compared fo 1927 it was a reduction of£0.7s per kV and o.oid for each unit supplied and a further .. 
reduction was mac\e with effect from July 1929. . . -
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4.3 Electrification of the railway system along the Witwatersrand 

An important development was the supply of electricity to the South African Rail ays and 
harbours Administration for the electrification of the railway system along the Wi atersrand 
and from Germiston to Pretoria in 1935. Twelve sub-stations, equipped with m'ejury and 
rectifi_ers v.:ere planned _to supply the_ direct current required for traction purposes. The 
electnficat1on of the railway started m 1940, but the outbreak of the Second Worl War 
seriously hampered this development and it was only in 1946 that the substation. a 
Elandsfontein started commercial operation. ' 

4.4 Agricultural consumers 

The Wit bank Power Station also provided electricity to farming schemes, the first rea being 
in the Elephants River area in the Groblersdal district. After the Second World W~r 
electricity· provision to agriculture increased substantially. Areas provided by the \\Vitbank 
Power Station. included the Elands River scheme north west of Marble Haff and f:!1 

s in the 
Errnelo, Ne!spruit, Bronkhorsts~ru~t, Betha!, ~~slie, Balni~ral, Carolina, Ken~al_, ~ndrina, 
Koornfontem and Morgensen d1stncts. Electnc1ty was mamlyused to powenrnga 10n 
sch~mes,_ bu.t the Forestry nursery a~ Belfast, a fiuit-packirig·firm at Kiepersol. 'Th~iKnige~ ·• 
Nat1on~l_park and Loskop Dam holiday resort also made use·ofpowerfrom the W1 bank 
Power Statfon. In 1964 alone 127:farins and 59 other rural users were a<lded·to th. Eastern 
Transva~f:tJpaertaking. . . 

. ·_:.~·;i~:~=.-. .\<.~ ·~ . 
5. Dec~Jji~i~sio:ning ohhe pow~r· st~tion · 

: ~-·~-.. •, .- : ' ... ·- . . . . . . . . . 

With th;t~-Jsinictfon ofth~ Wilg6>Komati;-Camden, Hendrina; Arrto(Kri~I-a:rid: ·. ootvlei · 
power statidns: the Witb~iik power it~tion ·was used less.: The fas't time 1Ci{ni•eritiorled in' air' 
annual report is in i 963. anir in 1970 alf operations ceased. The building at Witba . was· still 
used as the headquarters _of the Eastern. Transvaal Operation. 
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Timeline 

1926 F eedheating in introduced at Witham: Power Station, where each o the 20-
MW sets has a low-pressure feedheater operating on steam bled fro the 
turbine and high-pressure feedheating from the feedpump exhausts. 

Chairman: Dr HJ van der Bijl (1923-1948) 

1931 The output decreased by 15,295,245 units, which represented 2,5% This 
reduction was due to loading conditions, which affect the machine 1 ad factors 
being less favourable and the fact that sufficient quantities of 'duff' coal had 
not been available, necessitating the purchase and crushing of large coal, with 
affected coal grading. 8 

1934 4 70/80 000 pound (steam per hour) steam kettles installed 

1935 

1937 

No extensions of a major character were undertaken, but the transmission aild 
distribution.systems were extended. Grit extractors were installed ·o two of 
the original boil~rs. The output of the Undertaking increased by 
approximately.SO: million units over the previous year. 
Arrangem_ents.are being made to supply the South African Railways· and 
B~b:qurs Admi11istration for the e~ectrification of ~he rail wax syst€!§ al orig the 

.· ~i,~~~:'.~~I~~~:~1:~:~:~~n::: ::::[~f ··. 
.. ~ .... ··t 635 · .. :::·.i .,. 

::_ ;cop~_um~r~ () : ; . _; ........ ; ; : . .. '. ·• 
The-Ree(railway .el_ectrification scheme is completed in.March of thi · year. · -: . . . ~ . 

1939 An extensive overhaul programme was undertaken. Some of the afre,. ator 
stations had to be replaced and for some time the turbo.:a~tern~tots ~Jre:ouf ~t 
service. 

1940 electrification of the Reef railway system started 1940. '.Deiayed'bec° tis~ of. 
difficµlties resulting from the war. . .. -.. .. . .. , . :.: I ; ,:_ ' 

Second World War period· . ,_,. , 

Increase in the demand for South African coal for bunkering' and exp rt 
purposes during the war resulted in a steep rise in the output of the exi ing 
collieries and the opening up of several new shafts. Additional power as 
required and the 21 kV distribution network was strengthened to cater or the 
heavier loading and to extend the system to the new collieries, For these lines 

. locally manufactured steel poles ~ used. 
. . .. ~ ····-·· ----........... ----,---

8 It was only in the early 1960's that Escom started usingpulverizingniills to, crqsh the doal. l\.1edi#fiiand·s1ow~: 
speed mills, which operate under either suction of pressure, are used. · · · · ' · · · · 
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Post World War period 

1945 Substation at Elandsfontein (Reef Railway electrification) was com leted and 
commenced operation in April 1946. 

The post Second World War period 

This period was characterised by the rapid expansion of operations not only in the 
district, but also the Eastern Transvaal. Between 1948 and 1949 alone the number 
consumers grew from 1388 to 1551.. The consumers were mostly collieries, but in 
towns such as Bethal, Bronkhorstspruit, Ermelo, Carolina and Breyten. Due to the ncrease 
in demand new facilities (feeders, distribution systems, generators, dams, and offic s) had to 
be constructed. Power failures were also experienced during the winter of 19 51. 

It was also in this period that the most accidents occurred; though the Witbank plan , on the 
whole, had one of the best safety records of the Commission. In 1952 a 21 kV circ 1it breaker 
was destroyed at Rand Carbide. The roof of the plant collapsed, but no serious pow r failure 
was experienced .. At the Witbank Municipal sub-central a similar circuit breaker w s · 
destroyed in" an explosion and the town of Wit bank was without power for 8 hours. 

1948. It is announced that the Commission will buy the electricity uni:lertak n_g fro111· · 
the VFP, effec~i~e-~om I Jul~ 1948. The t:ansaction is fi~anced.)Jy pu'blic _ • 
loan of R30 rmlho.n.: ·The delNery area serviced through this agreemdnt. 
stretches from W#6~rik in the Transvaal to Winburg in the Free State and 
comprises orot{o°t1lh.f biggest existing grit systems. The assets taken over 
included the pcwef ~Ations at Rosherville, Simmerpan, Vereen1ging and . 
Brakpan; compfe~sed~~ir installations; almost 60 km ofair pipe line; . 

. approximately.~· 99:4.:km of transmission lined; 1 .1J8 km of pilot and 
telephone lines; 12-farie and six small distribiition stations';°equiprrt~n in 304 . 
consumersubstatiorts; 918 transformers. : 

Chairman:. Mr AM Jacobs (1948-1952) 
D~JT_I:1attingh (1952-1962) 

1954 After the Second World War the mining activities increased due fothe detliand 
for uranium. To provide. adequate power for th.is, the Wilge Power Sta iort is .. ·. ,< · .. 

. . : .: · •' _· . constructed near ·Kendal, in the Transvaal and comtnissi6ned in'Jttl y' 14s4. ~ 

Due to the expansion of ihe undertaking~ in the Eastern TrllllS~l!i!l: lb; nairie was' t:J.ec1 in 
.1954 to the Eastern Transvaal Undertaking. At that stage the Wttbank Power Station was 
still the.biggest producer of electricity, but a yearly decrease in production ca~ be seerl. 
Only a year after the Komati Power-Station started, its power production already exce1eded 

that ofWitbank by 4 million units. 

·1962 Komati is commissioned . . . . 
The Commission requested an enlargement of its.licensed delivery·area to'·· 
include areas around Nel~pruit, Witrivier arid B_arbertori as Well ·as an . . 
extensive area around Phalaborwa. This was niaiiily to provide electriciltytci·. · 
mines in these areas. 
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Chairman: Dr RL Strazacker 

1970 The Witbank Power Station ceases operation 

1966 

1969 

While Komati was still under construction; work was started at Ca den 
Power Station. The first set at Camden was commissioned in Dece ber 1966. 

Before Camden had been complet~ work started on Grnotvlei 

1970 The first set of the Hendrina Power station is commissioned and the last set in 
1978. 

1971 The first set at Arnot is commissioned, with the last set commissic;m din i975. 

. : .. . . ' 

Kriel would be one of the largest stations in the Southern Hemispfoe e. 
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Sources 

Escom Annual Reports 1924 - 1971 
Megawatt Journals 
"Vyf-en-twintig jaar" 1923-1948 
Golden Jubilee 1923-1973 
National Archives TAB 496907211 

TAB NAB Cl 122 
TAB 496866096 
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Appendix A: Contracts awarded 

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd. 

CA Parsons & Co., Ltd. 

Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. 

Alexander Jack & Co., Ltd. 

Drysdale & Co., Ltd. 

I.Blakeborough & Sons, Ltd. 

Paterson Engineering Co. 

Stewarts & Lloyds, Ltd. · 

British Mannesmann Tube Co, Ltd. 

The Baughan Crane Co. 

A Stuart, Germiston 

A Bradbllfy 8l' Co., Pietermaritzburg_ .· 

Power station boilers and boiler house acces cries. 
pipework and pumps, steel buildings and coil anct' ash 
handling plants 

Steam turbines, generators, condensing plan and water 
cooling plant. 

Transformers and power station switchgear d 
accessories. 

Overhead travelling crane 

Vertical spindles pumps and motors. 

Valves, penstocks and fittings for pump ho 

Filtration plant for domestic water 

Water piping, valves, etc. 

Poles for overl:iealtransrnission lines frorn g nerating 
station to pump house at dam 

Crime for pump house 

C::onstruction of dam~ gauging weir, pump ho se, . 
residential buildings, excavations, foundationk drainage 
system, cooling ponds and service reservofo: d laying of 
pipeline 

· Construction ofraii-Way siding from Witba.nk Stiition to 
. power station sites. 
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ADDENDUM E 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN THIS DOCUMENT 

· Conservation: The act of maintaining all or part of a resource (whether renewable or non
renewable) in its_ present condition in order to provide for its continued or fut re use. 
Conservation includes sustainable use, protection, maintenance, rehabilitation, re 

1
toration 

and enhancement of the natural and cultural environment. 

Development: A process for improving human well being through a reallocation of re ources 
that involves some modification of the environment. It addresses basic needs, equity nd the 
redistribution of wealth. Its focus is on the quality of life rather than the quantity of ec nomic 
activity. 

· Empowerment: A process of acquiring skills, knowledge and confidence enabling indi iduals 
and communiti_es to overcome obstacles, gain access to resources and opportuniti s and 

I 
I 

make their own informed ch0ices in order to improve their quality of life. I 
Environmental Audit: A systematic, documented, regular and objective evaluation to see 
how well an organisati?n or facili_ty is ~perating in terms ?f its Environmental Ma_n~g+r:nent 
System (EMS), and 1s complying with statutory requirements and the organisation's 
environmental policy.· · . j 

I ... , 
·\ 

'. I 

I ·J 
' '· 

·.J 

I 
'l 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA}: A detailed study of the environ · ental : 
. . , . I 

consequences of a proposed course of action. An environmental as~E:lssme_n_t _or evalua_tion is 
a study of the environmental effects of a decision, project, undertaking or activity .. It is· ost 
often used ~tthjn an Integrated Environmental Management (IEM) planning process s a 
decision suppprttool to compare different options. · 

. ': . .)/~\/·:·\,: ~ . . . . . 

Environmer,J~f/Management · System {EMS): Documented · procedures drawn .up as 
desc_ribed in}?.ipouth African Bureau o_f Standards (SASS)_ cqde of p~actice Jo ·irn~lemer,1t\ ~he 
requ1rement~!,'.~f :-.-ISO 14000 .. Operating,· em~rnency, . d~ta .. collection .. and. documenta1t1on · 
pr9cedures, $rfset out, along with procedures for training, th~ t_rans_fer :of information and all 
the elements bf~ complete rrrariagement and quality con fro I system. · · · 

Ex-Situ Conservation: The conservation of components of biodiversity or cultural r~sour es 
, _ 1 off-site, or outside their natural and original surroundings. · 

ii Heritage: ·is the sum total of sites of geological, zoological, botanical. _and . hi$tOri, al 

,i basis for a shared culture and creativity in the arts. · · ·. · · · · ·· ·· · •. · · · · · · 

,,· :, importance, national monuments, historic buildings and._st,ri.ictur~s, W.oncs: of art, literafu(e: apd. 
music, oral traditions and museum collections and thei(do¢ume11tatioh that prqvides tlh\e 

I 1 Heritage impact assessment (HIA}: The process o_f rriapping',. recprding,_' ~ss~~sing,: .t~e . 

1 significance, assessing the impacts of developments, reoordii:,g :consultations'_ with intere·ste~d 
and affected parties and recommending mitigatory actions · · · 

I:··· Heritage resoµrces: The various natural and cultural assets that collectively form tli 
' · heritage, These assets are also known as cultural and natural resources. \ 

I\ Heritage resource management: A process that consis.t~ of •Jange of int~rventions ,an~ 
provides · a framework for informed and value-based . dec1s1on-:mak1ng. It integrates 

11_,_· professional, technical and administrative functions and inteNention~ that impact on cultura1
1 

resources. Activities include planning, policy development, monitoring and assessment, · 
,: L. i r.i-·'--1 I . . .·: .. -·.--:'·':':•• .. :_:Sahr· wr .. ..l.) 
! ESKOM PARK WITBANK HERITAr..r= ,un" ,,._..,. • - - -

• 
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auditing, implementation, maintenance, communication,· and many others. All these lctivities 
are (or will be) based on sound research. 

Ho I ism: The term holism is derived from the Greek ho/os, meaning complete, int· grated. 
Holism is a worldview that sees all things as interconnected and getting their meanin( mainly 
from the connections with other things. 

In-Situ Conservation: The conservation and maintenance of ecosystems, natural nabitats 
and cultural resources in their natural and original surroundings. 

Integrated Environmental Management (IEM): A code of practice ensuri1 g that 
environmental considerations are fully integrated into the management of all acti•~ities in 
order to achieve a desirable balance between conservation and development. 

Interested and affected parties: People and groups concerned with an activity and its 
consequences. 

Maintenance: Keeping something in good health or repair. 

Museum: An institution which protects .and uses movable and immovable, tangitlle and 
intangible elements of the natural and cultural heritage (i e natural and cultural resour!esy for · 
purposes of conserving this heritage, a~d for educat.ion, re.search, tourism and recre~tipn_. . . : 

Natural resources: Naturally occurring. assets like minerals, water, energy and living 
organisms that ca_n be used to meet .an economic want. · · · · · · · · · · ' 'l · 
Plan: A formulated and ~spedally detaiJed method by which a thing is to be done, i other 
words, a design or sch.erne. · 1t cci'n also be ·interpreted as an intention or pre posed 
proceeding. ·.. · · · · 

Policy: The, activity pr~ceding the p~blication of a goal .. A policy statement is the rrJakirig . 
known the formal articulation, the deciaration of intent; or .the pqbiication of a go_al -to be··· ' 
pursued .. Policy._is a desireq course 9f;actton and interaction. that is to serve i:rs a guidE line in· 
the allocation of resowces necessary to (ealise goals and objectives: . . ·. 

Preservation: Conservation activities that consolidate and maintain. the existing form,. 
material and integrity of a cultural resource. 

Principle: A.general or fundamental trut~-, 

Programme:· A plan of future ev.¢nts. · 

Project: A planned undertaking, a plan or s~eme. 

Reconstn,icti_~ni R~-ere~ing ~ itructuf~ 6n its original ~lte using original ·,tompon'ents-; 

Rehabilitation: Re-using an original building or structure for its historic purpose or pla~ing it 
in a new use that requires minimal change to the building or structure characteristics ld its 
site and environment. · · . 

Replication: The act or process of reproducing by new .C9r,struction the exact for · and · 
detail of a vanished building, structure, object, or a part the~eof, as it appeared at a specific· 
period. · · · · 

' I 
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Restoration: Returning the existing fabric of a place to a known earlier state by r moving 
additions or by reassembling existing components. 

Social resources: People, their knowledge, skills, capacities, cultures and tech ologies, 
organisational and institutional structures, political and economic systems. 

Sustainability: The ability of an activity to continue indefinitely, at current and! p ejected 
levels, without depleting social, financial, physical and other resources required to reduce 
the expected benefits. 

Sustainable development: Development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. 

Sustainable tourism (development) (principle): tourism development management nd any 
other tourism activity which optimise the economic and other societal benefits availabl in .the 
present without jeopardising the potential for similar benefits in the future 

Terms of reference: Guidelines and directives that keep the project on track, give di ection, 
structure and uniformity, and act as a reference point against which progress an be monitored. 

Tourism is the b~siness of .attracting visitors to sites, places and areas varying in geo raphic 
extent, and catering to their needs and expectations 

Translocation: · Dismantling a structure and re-erecting it . on a new site using riginal components . 

. 1·, ··(;. 
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ADDENDUM F 

INFORMATION SOURCES USED IN COMPILING THIS DOCUMENT 

1. Unpublished documents 

i 

Eskom Park Master Plan, 1998, Unpublished document produced by Esprop, egawatt 
Park. 

Witbank Power Station. Unpublished research report produced by the Eskom Heritage 
Office. 

2. Literature 

AUSTRAL!;\ ICOMOS, 2000, The Burra Charter. The Australia ICOMOS Charter ti r places 
of cultural significance 1999. With associated guidelines and Code on the ethi s of co
existence. Melbourne: Australia ICOMOS. 

CANADA ICOMOS Charter for the Protection and Enhancement of the Built Environ ent 
(Appleton Charter) (1983) 

Electricity, the. spirit of progress, 1933. Johannesburg: Eskom. 

Empowering the nation, 2000 (Eskom history). 

HARRISON, R, 1994, Manual of heritage managemen{ O~ford: Butterwodh H~ineh7 rin. 
•' . . . -~-~ 

~-'\•',.:; -· 

. National i--le.ritage ReSOU(Ges Act, At,tjfof 1999 
. . . . . .-.··- -:· ~ .. : 

. NEW ZEALAND ICOMOS·Charteri;ft;~ Conservation of Places of Cultural Heritage· Value 
(1992) . : .:'.({ . 

Standard:.£;,ticyclopedia ofSoutherniffeba, Vol 11. Cape Tow'r-i: Nasbu, 19is:· 

3. Internet sources 

US NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, 2001, Standards· for th~. preservc;1tlon and rehabi/i,afion. of 
historic buildings. Available on the website http://www.nps.gov · · · · · · · · · · · 

UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE CENTRE http://www.whc:_unesco.org 

4. Pictorial sources 

Aerial photographs: 1943; 1976, 1991 

Eskom archives, Megawatt Park: . 

Photo album of Witbank power station 
Collection of loose photographs of Witbank power station 
Slides of Witbank power station 

.5. brat sources 

Mr Norman Bladwell, pensioner, Witbank (worked at the 'power station 1963-196~. 

• •I 
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ADDENDUM G 

CO~J1PILATION OF HISTORICAL 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE WITBAN: 
POWER STATION 

PLATES 1-21 

Note 
Captions in the compilation follow captions of photographs if avaitable, witn 

· added text in brackets [ ]. · · · ' 

SOURCE LIST 
ESCOM ESCOM Archjves . 

. VFTP The Victoria Falls & Transvaal Power Co. Ltd. 
Witbank Power Station. ESCOM Archives, JR521, 
Album 2. 

ESCOM 1934 . ESCOM. 1934. Witbank Undertaking, 10 Years/10 Jare. · 
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A) View of excavations from Turbine Hows 
looking south, 14/11/24 (VFTP W47). 

B) View of excavation from north 
wall of Boiler House, 9/1/25 (VFTP W79): 
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A) View of brick retaining wall, west side of Turbine Hou e, 
3/3/25 (VFTP W108). \ 

. ,. • ~ .. , . 1 

B) Looking .n.o#h to off-loading bay end of Turbine Hou:se, 
showing tempot~{Y:·storing of generator transformers and patt 
of machinery f9_r,'.fp.~in-turbines, 18/11/25 (VFTI? W240). 1 

·.::·.\·J=.-,·· 
.... ,,;J,i/),-,-., _· ..... J _ __ \I __ . __ '-:::::::::,,:11!,j 
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A) Erection of Turbine Hall steel roof principals,.·. 
24/9/25 (VFTP W202). 

B) View of south end of Turbine House shoWing'.p ogress 
of erection of 1st 20 OOOKW turbo alternator, 19/1 /26; 
(VFTP W269). 
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~~ it~M 
A) View showing erection of No.4 Set, showing both conde I sers 
in position and lower half of low pressure turbine on its foundktion, 

21/9/28 (VFTPW3~2). · . _ ! .· 
. B) · .. \/i'.1~ .. :iP :ur?ine House, looking southwards, showing ~o's.1 

and 2 Parsons' 20 OOOKW Sets and Parsons' 1 OOOKW auxilia 
turbo al~~lg~·~7r(near south wall), sine anno (VFTP, no num~eli. 
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View in Tuf~1D~. House [looking north] (ESCOM File~. 
sine anno). :\/:_; · · ·_ . I 

i\/{~·;_:··.. . . .· i ' 

Control rqdm;' (l=SCOM File 9, No.524 [left] and 529 [ri ht]; 
sine anno]) · 
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A) turbine House interior [to south) {ESCOM File 9,. sKosp, 
. photo Yates) . . . · ! l 

Extension to Turbine House, south east view 28/11/1929 

· .. (VFTP W444). --~ -~-~i 
. D·/ - , ·- . .. . ! 
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A) 
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West wall of extension to Turbine House, 28/2/1930 
(VFJP:\'V457) . .. : •.} .,·•·' •. .· 
. . ...... ·>·.:: 
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A) View of excavations from substructure foundations in Bo ler 
House (East side), 18/1/25 (VFTP W113). 

I B) Erection of the.1 st t;,'uilding column in the south east corner o the 
. Boiler House; 15/1/25i(VFTP W150). · 
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A) 

I ! 

! 

View from north end of Boiler House, showing erecti<;m of the 
first four boile. rs and surrounding steelwork, 24/9/25 ; I 
(VFTP W200). 0:- · . : · 
View showing e·~ection of boilers No's 5-12, 10/11 /25j (VF P 
W234). 

I_ 
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aJt Th1ATR1X • 

. View looking south-south west showing progress of Bdil r 
House steelwork erection with three extension boile'r dturhll s 
in_ foregrou_~d; 21(9~28 (VFTP W~83). . i j 

B) . View showmg:~x1stmg end of Boller House partly dismantled, 
•. Jf?r:ext~n~_i?.? pmcess] 9/5/1934 (V~TP \f\/471_). : . 1 

C). .· First brnlerdrurn & tubes [for extension] to arrive at site, ... . • :., _..... . . • . . . . I 

·. : :•2~/6/1934 (\/FTP W477) [date anomaly with A) and B)]. 
• _. •• • ·-. ··-- • .--- 1 
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aJHMATRIX. 

A) 

B) 

View of concrete retaining wall at north end of Boiler :H~use 
extension's excavation, 9/5/1934 (VFTP W470). j I 
View of Boiler House extension west wall showing comple~ed 
brickw.oJk, · a/11 /34 (VFTP W498). 
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A) Distant view of station looking north east, 29/9/26 (VFTP 
W335). 

.•.:. ·-:· ., • :,;;_ • f 

132KW structure;·gea,r and pylon -view from north west 
(~$COM, Anonym_ous) .. 
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A) 

I 
132KW structure, gear and lines to Brakpan (ESCOM, st 
photo by Gibbons). 

I 
B) Distant view.of~tation looking south east, 29/9/26 (VFTR 
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• CULTMATRIX. 

A) View of power station from No.5 cooling pond (ESCOM, 046, 
photo by Gibbons). 

B) View of station looking from ash dump, 7/3/1927 (VFTP \(1/350). 
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aJLTMATRIX. 

A) 

B) 

View of power station and cooling ponds from south (ESCOM, 
8635, photo by Gibbons). 

View of coo_lirig ponds from south-south west (ESCOM, File 9, 
sine anno, nd number). 
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a.JlTIWITR!X. 

A) 

($)> 

View of rails and coal bunkers from south east, 18/12/28 
(VFTP, no nµinber). , 

· View of rails.·cirid:coal bunkers from south-south west : 
(ESCOM, s[ntilnno, Anonymous, no number) 
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A) 

B) 

CULTMATRIX .. 

i 

Distant view of station looking north [showing ash durhpJ, 
29/9/26 (VFTP W344) I 

Vie_w north from ash dump, 5/3/1929 (VFTP W413). ! 
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CUlTMAIBIX. 

A) View from north east, 25/5/1927 [Oil store, workshop and other 
maintenance buildings in foreground] (VFTP W355). 

8) View·south showing both new chimneys erected, [ca Jan Feb 
1929] - [oil store left, workshop middle back](VFTP W4p ). 
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A) View showing assembling and riveting steelwork for T~rb:in 
House extensio.rt.[workshop and other maintenance buildin 
north of Turbinfhfouse, 29/10/1929 (VFTP W439). · :I 

. ·1 

CUlTMATRIX.. 
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· CUlTMATRIX.. 
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Aerial view of power station from north west (Escom, :Fil1e , ,· 
I ., l anonymous, sine anno, no number). · : 

Aerial view of power station from south east (Escom, ;File , -
Aerial Company of Africa;(Pty) Ltd., sine anno, no nutn~er~ .. 
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CUlTMATRIX.. 

'·. . 
:r~?-·.· ~- .. ~ ·.~ ... .:.:~- ;. ... 

Aerial view to the west from watertank at.north ~ast cL1, of 
power station perimiter, 24/6/1926 (VFTP W321 ). 

A) 

B) Clubhouse [note townscape and placing of screen of frees to 
. ,• • ,1 

hide vj~ual contact with Power station] (Escom, File 9;- PH1oto-
graph•·b.y·Yates). I 

.. :,· . ' 
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. CULTMATRIX. 
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A) 

B) 

C) 

~:·' 
p. 

Detail of middle-management housing shown in view toJt e 
west from watertank at north east corner of power station 
perimeter, 24/6/1926 (VFTP W321 ). 

Detail of housing from photo taken from ash dump to the 
south (ESCOM, 8635 photo from Gibbons, sine anno). 

Aerial view of power station complex with ash dump anp ,ail 
lines, cooling ponds, housing and recreation in 1934,(ES I OM, 
1934, p.3.1). 
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A) 

B) 

•• CULTMATRIX. 

Employees bowling green in 1934 (ESCOM, 1934, p.42 
[middle]). 

Employees' tennis courts in 1934 (ESCOM, 1934, p.42 [top]). 


